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It is a word that captures the essence of the Corporation’s collection, 
exhibitions and programs. It is also the word chosen this year by the 
Corporation to represent the experiences that await visitors onsite, online 
and at partner institutions, both in Canada and around the world.

Over the past year, with this new key concept in mind, the Corporation 
developed new visual identities for each of its Museums. This Annual 
Report, featuring the Corporation’s new and modernized brand, presents 
all three Museums as fascinating places of discovery, education, inspiration 
and entertainment.

Reinforcing this new concept, each of the Corporation’s Museums 
presented a full slate of exhibitions and programming that included live 
webcasts from the International Space Station, innovative uses of energy 
on Canadian farms, and an exciting initiative designed to encourage girls 
and young people to consider a career in science.

This report describes the achievements of the 2012–2013 fiscal year, 
including innovative programming, new collaborations, increased 
efficiencies and audience development. All aimed at presenting science 
and technology as they truly are: fascinating!

FASCINATING!
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i t has been a fascinating year. Just as science and technology 
evolve to drive innovation—to say nothing of their 
importance to everyday life—the Corporation has also 

continued to evolve, making itself even more relevant to the 
story of Canadian scientific achievement.

as the national museum corporation tasked with promoting 
federal priorities in the areas of technological innovation and 
science literacy, the Canada science and technology Museums 
Corporation has continued its efforts to engage Canadians 
in the past, present and future of science and technology. 
By providing compelling visitor experiences and unique 
programming, all three of the Corporation’s Museums make 
science both relevant and entertaining to young visitors  
in particular.

the national collection and our museum facilities are the 
cornerstones of our business. Capital projects at all three 
Museums over the past few years have allowed us to expand 
programming, while also increasing access to a national 
science and technology collection that is one of the finest  
in the world.

ongoing efforts to promote the collection and make it more 
accessible have enhanced public awareness of the treasures 
in our care—as well as the central importance of science and 
technology to everyday life. we also remain committed to 

finding solutions for the storage of the national collection to 
ensure that Canada’s scientific and technological heritage and 
material history are preserved and continue to grow for the 
benefit of many generations to come.

the Corporation has created new relationships over the past 
year, while expanding others. By serving as a nexus where 
industry, education and pure science can meet, the Corporation 
has positioned itself to make science not only fascinating but 
fun—effectively touching the hearts and minds of thousands of 
children destined to become tomorrow’s scientists. outreach 
is a key part of this process. from distance-learning to online 
resources—and webcasts that are literally out of this world—
the Corporation has been enhancing its ability to inspire, 
educate and attract new audiences across Canada and around 
the world.

over the past year, the Corporation has diversified and 
increased its sources of revenue. we have enhanced ongoing 
efforts to ensure sound and efficient corporate governance and 
balanced fiscal management with our mandate as a national 
educational, historical and cultural institution. and we’re 
confident that we’re on the right track.

one of the most important assets in any enterprise is of course 
its people, and i am proud of the Corporation’s ongoing 
efforts to strengthen and engage its workforce. without the 

dedication of our staff—as well as our Board of trustees and 
volunteers—we would not have been able to accomplish so 
much with so little. My thanks to them all for a job well done.

as science and technology are the foundation of the tools 
and devices Canadians use in their daily lives, the Corporation 
and its Museums become ever more important. we give 
young visitors a place to dream big, provide families with 
opportunities to learn as they play, share with everyone the 
astonishing stories of Canadian scientific achievement, as well 
as inspire what is yet to come.

MESSAGE
from the Chair, Dr Gary Polonsky
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MESSAGE
from the PresiDent anD Ceo, Denise amyot

t he word “fascinating” underpins everything the 
Corporation and its Museums have accomplished in 
2012–2013. from programming that made science and 

technology fun for children, to thought-provoking discussions 
for adults, the Corporation continued to demonstrate the 
importance and relevance of science to everyday life.

it was a year of outstanding achievement in many ways. 
for instance, we gave visitors a chance to interact with 
Commander Chris hadfield who was aboard the international 
space station. we showed visitors how energy is produced, 
used and recycled on Canadian farms. we commemorated 
important dates such as the centennial of the Titanic disaster, 
the Battle of Britain and remembrance day.

social responsibility was also part of the mix. we provided 
visitors with opportunities to recycle literally tonnes of 
electronic waste, collected hundreds of kilograms of food for 
local food banks, raised money that allowed disadvantaged 
children to attend our camps and other programs, and 
installed an electric car charger at the Canada science and 
technology Museum so that visitors can recharge their car 
batteries while touring the exhibitions.

we also presented cutting-edge technologies, while making 
full use of these same technologies ourselves. we continued 
to create TechnoZones, showcasing technology not seen 

anywhere else. we now have an undeniable online presence 
through our websites, youtube channels, twitter feeds, and 
webcasts. we even used crowd-sourcing to brainstorm ideas 
for one of this year’s exhibitions.

since innovation drives entrepreneurial activities, and vice-
versa, the Corporation has taken on a clear entrepreneurial 
ethos. this past year, we encouraged employees to do 
the same, providing at all staff meetings a number of 
special seminars featuring outside experts in the field of 
entrepreneurship. this interest in encouraging and inspiring 
staff is just one of the things that continue to make the 
Corporation a top employer.

all this motivated us to adopt three priorities going forward: 
visitor experience, digitization and entrepreneurship. 
we’ve created internal teams to leverage staff interest and 
creativity for each. we believe they are important priorities, 
underpinning our future growth, outreach and relationships.

this is my final year as Ceo of the Canada science and 
technology Museums Corporation. over the past four and 
a half years, i have been privileged to work with a very 
dedicated team. together we have accomplished a great 
deal. we launched a national energy initiative for which we 
received many awards, expanded our facilities at the CasM 
and CafM, and enhanced our use of social media to promote 

scientific literacy and broaden our audiences. with so much 
already underway, i know the future will continue to be bright 
at all three of the Corporation’s Museums.

it has been an exciting journey, setting the stage for even 
more interesting accomplishments in the years to come—and 
all designed to present science and technology as they truly 
are: fascinating!
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BOARD OF TRUS EES

a Board of trustees, appointed by the Minister of 
Canadian heritage and official languages with the 
approval of the governor in Council, serves as the 

Corporation’s governing body and is accountable to Parliament 
for the stewardship of the Corporation through the Minister of 
Canadian heritage and official languages.

the Board consists of up to 11 trustees including a Chairperson 
and a vice-Chairperson, and is supported by three committees: 
the executive Committee, the governance Committee, and the 
finance, audit and risk Management Committee. the trustees, 
acting collectively as the Board, are responsible for strategic 
leadership and accountability, the management of the business 
activities and affairs of the Corporation and ensuring that all 
the duties conferred on the Corporation by the Museums Act 
and Part X of the Financial Administration Act are carried out.

in addition to meetings of the Board, trustees participate in 
meetings with management and special activities on behalf 
of the Corporation. the Board also engages the public on 
an annual basis in a dialogue regarding the Corporation’s 
activities, priorities and fiscal management at the annual 
Public Meeting, normally held in november. the 2012–2013 
meeting was held on november 22, 2012 at the Canada science 
and technology Museum.

amiee Chan of vancouver, British Columbia, finished her term 
on the Board in 2012–2013. the Board welcomed helen Johns 
of exeter, ontario and Jane hungerford of vancouver, British 
Columbia as trustees in 2012–2013.

CommiTTee STruCTure
the Board of trustees delegates certain responsibilities and 
assigns certain tasks to committees of the Board, which report 
on their activities to the full Board. a description of the subject 
matter, membership and meeting schedule of the Board’s 
three committees are as follows:

Executive Committee
the executive Committee (eC) consists of the Chairperson, the 
vice-Chairperson and two additional trustees designated by 
the Board as well as the President and Chief executive officer 
(Ceo) who sits as a non-voting member. the Committee 
establishes the annual performance objectives for the 
President and Ceo for Board approval. the Committee also 
exercises full authority under the exceptional circumstances 
where the full Board of trustees is unable to meet in a timely 
fashion. the executive Committee held three meetings during 
the 2012–2013 fiscal year.

Governance Committee
the governance Committee (gC) monitors and reviews the 
governance of the Corporation regarding best practices and 

recommends to the Board appropriate changes for enhancing 
the effectiveness of its operations to the Board. the gC also 
reviews the Board’s committee structures and memberships, 
and ensures that a self-assessment process for the Board is in 
place. the Committee reviews and recommends nominations 
for trustee appointments and reappointments and is 
comprised of no less than four trustees, plus the President and 
Ceo as well as the Chairperson of the Board who are non-
voting members of the Committee. the Committee held three 
meetings in 2012–2013.

Finance, Audit and Risk Management Committee
the finance, audit and risk Management (farM) Committee 
oversees the Corporation’s financial management controls, 
its practices and its information systems. the Committee 
reviews and advises the Board of trustees on the Corporation’s 
five-year plans, as well as the annual and quarterly financial 
statements. in addition to providing oversight of the risk 
management policies and practices within the Corporation,  
the farM Committee also selects the internal audits and 
reviews to be done and advises the Board of trustees on 
results from internal and external audits. the Committee is 
composed of no less than four trustees, plus the President  
and Ceo as well as the Chairperson of the Board who are  
non-voting members of the Committee. the Committee held 
five meetings in 2012–2013.
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name, region, term—Board CoMMittees (as of March 31, 2013)

dr gary Polonsky, ontario, January 14, 2010–January 13, 2014—Chair, eC, farM, gC

Jim silye, ontario, June 18, 2010–June 17, 2014—viCe-Chair, eC, farM

neil russon, C.M.a., new Brunswick, March 1, 2012–february 29, 2016—eC, farM

eloise opheim, o.C., saskatchewan, June 27, 2009–June 26, 2013—eC, gC

dr ian Mcilreath, alberta, March 5, 2009–March 4, 2013—farM, gC

Margaret e. smith, nova scotia, March 5, 2009–March 4, 2013—farM, gC

dr harold Bjarnason, Manitoba, april 23, 2009–april 22, 2013—gC

virginia Mclaughlin, ontario, december 18, 2012–december 17, 2016—gC

dr Marie-Claire Bélanger, Quebec, March 1, 2012–february 29, 2016

helen Johns, ontario, october 4, 2012–october 3, 2016

Jane hungerford, British Columbia, March 7, 2013–March 6, 2017

the terms of trustees frédéric dugré (Quebec) and amiee Chan (British Columbia)  
ended in 2012–2013.

Board of trustees. front row, left to right: eloise opheim, dr gary Polonsky, 
denise amyot, helen Johns, virginia Mclaughlin. Back row, left to right:  
dr Marie-Claire Bélanger, harold Bjarnason, dr ian Mcilreath, neil russon, 
Jim silye. absent: Jane hungerford, Margaret e. smith. 

trustees pose at the Canada aviation and space Museum with the 
Canadarm that flew aboard the space shuttle Endeavour.
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t he Canada science and technology Museums Corporation 
governs the Canada science and technology Museum, the 
Canada agriculture and food Museum, and the Canada 

aviation and space Museum, all located in Canada’s Capital 
region. together, they are collectively responsible for preserving 
and protecting Canada’s scientific and technological heritage, 
while also promoting, celebrating and sharing knowledge of that 
heritage and how it impacts Canadians’ daily lives.

mandaTe
the Corporation was established as an autonomous Crown 
corporation on July 1, 1990, with passage of the Museums Act. 
as stated in the Act, the mandate of the Corporation is:

to foster scientific and technological literacy throughout 
Canada by establishing, maintaining and developing a 
collection of scientific and technological objects, with special 
but not exclusive reference to Canada, and by demonstrating 
the products and processes of science and technology and 
their economic, social and cultural relationships with society.

ViSion
to inspire all Canadians to engage with their scientific and 
technological past, present and future.

miSSion
to collect, explore and engage through science, technology 
and engineering.

exeCuTiVe managemenT
the President and Chief executive officer, supported by a  
senior management team, are responsible for the Corporation’s 
daily operations. each Museum’s director general, the  
vice-President of Collection and research, as well as the Chief 
operating officer, are assigned horizontal responsibilities across 
the Corporation. the senior team also includes an executive 
director, Corporate secretariat, and vice-Presidents for Public 
affairs and Marketing, and for human resources, as well as a 
director general currently on special assignment to lead the 
Let’s Talk energy initiative (see figure 1).

OVER IEW

CANADA SCIENCE AND TEChNOLOGy 
MUSEUMS CORpORATION

Figure 1—Corporate Reporting Structure

Board of trustees

President and Chief executive officer

executive director, Corporate secretariat

director general, Canada science and technology Museum,
and vice-President, exhibitions

vice-President, Collection and research

Chief operating officer

vice-President, human resources

vice-President, Public affairs and Marketing

director general, Canada aviation and space Museum,  
and vice-President, Conservation and Collection

director general, Canada agriculture and food Museum, 
and vice-President, Membership
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653,223 onsite visitors—second-highest of all national museum corporations

received 3.3 million web visits

about 500,000 views on flickr pages and youtube channels

221 full-time employees

419 artifacts on loan at 54 venues across the country, viewed by 1,984,400 visitors

35 Memoranda of understanding

108 new acquisition lots

5 professionals seconded to the Corporation

137 staff presentations across Canada and around the world

10 travelling products in 37 venues

61,458 school programming participants

4 local or national awards 

2 international awards

435 kg of food collected for the ottawa food Bank and Moisson outaouais

1 major renovation project underway: learning Centre at the CafM

$715,000 in in-kind contributions

Quick FACTS

reached nearly  
10.5 million Canadians, 

an increase of 1 million 
compared to last year

$1.163 million 
 in sponsorship  

revenue6,458 active 
members

369 volunteers  
contributed 

34,444 hours

attracted more than  
13,000 facebook 

likes, twitter followers, 
and youtube channel 

subscribers

$4.863 million  
in revenue  
generation
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CANADA AGRICULTURE 
AND FOOD MUSEUM 

t he Canada agriculture and food Museum (CafM) 
is the national museum of agricultural science and 
technology. the Corporation received approval to add 

the word “food” to the Museum’s name to make the strong 
and important link between the science and technology of 
agricultural food production and the food Canadians eat.  
the new official name was unveiled on May 2, 2013.

located on the Central experimental farm, the Museum offers 
a wide range of exhibitions and programming on everything 
from rare animal breeds and food production, to farm 
equipment and renewable energy.

throughout the year, the Museum offers educational 
programming, as well as special events that are family-
oriented such as an annual sheep shearing festival during 

the May long weekend, an ice cream festival in august, 
harvest events on thanksgiving weekend, a Barnyard 
halloween during the weekend before halloween and easter 
programming that celebrates the arrival of animal newborns.

highlights of the past year include enhancements to 
the outdoor exhibition energy Park: nature at Work, a 
partnership with the inter-american institute for Cooperation 
on agriculture to celebrate their 70th anniversary, the opening 
of the exhibition What i Saw at the Calgary Stampede, and 
the addition of alpaca and lacombe pigs to the live exhibitions. 
other, well-supported initiatives included a food drive that 
surpassed its goal by nearly 50%, and the annual  
Baskets with Panache! which raised nearly $50,000 to  
allow disadvantaged children to attend Museum programs  
and camps.

during the year, the Museum also oversaw the major 
renovation of Building 94, which houses a new learning Centre 
that will be open year-round for programs and exhibitions. 
renovations were completed in May 2013. the new learning 
Centre features learning labs, an exhibition gallery, a lecture 
hall and improved visitor and group amenities for new and 
returning audiences.

from tractors to nutrition and solar energy, the Canada 
agriculture and food Museum offers visitors a lively look at the 
fascinating experiences of agricultural science and technology 
from farm to fork.

We love visiting the Museum. The staff are so friendly and knowledgeable and make each visit a unique experience  
for my family. – eric nicholas 
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CANADA AVIATION 
AND SpACE MUSEUM 

t he Canada aviation and space Museum (CasM) is 
Canada’s national museum of aerospace history and 
technology. located next to a historical airfield that 

remains in operation, the Museum houses the largest heritage 
collection of aircraft in Canada, and one of the finest  
in the world.

along with traditional museum programming such as 
exhibitions, workshops and demonstrations, the Museum offers 
less conventional fare that includes webcasts from space, 
aircraft tours over Canada’s Capital region, a working flight 
simulator, and exciting new youth-oriented programming. 
from early flying machines to the latest in ultra light aircraft, 

the Museum showcases the Canadian contributions to 
international aviation and aerospace.

Collaborations are also important at the Museum. in the past 
year, working with the natural sciences and engineering 
research Council of Canada led to the display of an ultra 
light draganflyer X6. Closer collaboration with the Canadian 
space agency (Csa) has resulted in a wide range of initiatives, 
including the licensing of Csa merchandise for sale in the 
Museum boutique—currently the only outlet in Canada—as 
well as the long-term display at the Museum of the Canadarm 
that flew on the space shuttle Endeavour.

special programming for children and families drew large 
crowds. from water rockets and workshops to magic shows 

and storytelling, the Museum continued to fascinate and inspire 
thousands of visitors of all ages.

visitors also enjoyed actual flight experiences at the Museum. 
the Museum’s helicopter and biplane program offers rides 
over the city in actual aircraft and, during this year’s women of 
aviation worldwide week, 165 girls took their first flight. the 
Museum’s redbird flight simulator allows visitors to take the 
controls and “fly” in and out of two local airports.

the Museum is a key participant in a wide range of 
commemorations and special events as well. over the past 
year, these have included extensive programming around 
operation Manna, the Battle of Britain and remembrance day, 
as well as events associated with numerous charitable causes.

whether visitors are looking for information on the history of 
human-powered flight, or the future of space travel, the Canada 
aviation and space Museum offers programming, activities and 
remarkable artifacts that help imagination take flight.

The educator who facilitated the living in space workshop for my special education students was phenomenal! Although it is 
sometimes hard to read these students, they were absolutely thrilled with the whole experience. For some it was not just the 
highlight of their school year but also the highlight of their educational experiences to date. The kindness and respect that was 
offered to them throughout their visit, tour, and workshop was unparalleled. Thank you to all of your staff for such a memorable 
and empowering time for all of us! – kay stephen, special education science teacher
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f or nearly 50 years, the Canada science and technology 
Museum (CstM) has celebrated Canadian scientific and 
engineering achievements. it was the first interactive 

science and technology museum in the country, and is one of 
the oldest of its kind in the world.

in addition to showcasing Canadian science and technology 
developments, the Museum also sets the Canadian story within 
a broader international narrative. today, the Museum houses 
some of the world’s most rare and unusual scientific artifacts, 
from nanotechnology to a decommissioned lighthouse. 
through exciting programming, exhibitions and activities—
both onsite and online—the Museum shares the artifacts in the 
national collection, as well as the fascinating stories they tell, 
with audiences across Canada and around the world.

over the past few years, the Museum has increased its focus 
on younger audiences, helping them to make connections 
between daily life and science, and encouraging them to think 
of themselves as potential scientists, engineers, inventors and 
science educators. this year, particular emphasis was placed on 
attracting girls and young women to this traditionally male-
dominated field. additional activities supporting the national 
Let’s Talk energy initiative involved learning opportunities 
about energy conservation, recycling and alternative energy.

the past year included highlights such as an exhibition on the 
science of sexuality, commemoration of the 100th anniversary 
of the Titanic disaster, enhancements to popular existing 
exhibitions, an update of the mobile communications section 

of the Connexions exhibition and the installation of a potash 
exhibition in TechnoZone. the Museum’s popular slate 
of entertaining and educational programs, activities and 
special events featured the annual Science and Tech Soirée 
in april which raised $101,000 to benefit youth programs, 
the very popular Cool Science Saturday during ottawa’s 
winterlude festival, and the series of thought-provoking Cafés 
Scientifiques where experts and the public discussed recent 
and sometimes controversial developments in science and 
technology.

with its focus on the integral role of science and technology 
in every aspect of the lives of Canadians—from the use of 
electricity to the mobile devices that have become ubiquitous—
the Canada science and technology Museum enhances 
understanding of the world, while also encouraging visitors 
to dream of the even greater scientific achievements and 
technological breakthroughs to come.

Our guide Jonathan worked on all the badges requested in our Brownie program. The girls really liked the demonstrations and 
making ice cream. They loved the tunnels and Crazy Kitchen. Jonathan was excellent, very interactive, respectful and patient with 
all the girls and he answered all their questions. He was very articulate, explained the exhibitions very well, and demonstrated 
everything the girls requested. – roxanne Blow, 12th, stittsville Brownies 

CANADA SCIENCE AND 
TEChNOLOGy MUSEUM 
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CORpORATE pLANNING FRAMEWORk

pROGRAM ALIGNMENT ARChITECTURE

ShARinG KnowlEdGE 
(Education and outreach)

disseminating knowledge related to the 
Corporation’s collection through educational 
and community programs, exhibitions, 
websites, and artifact and archival loans.

hERitAGE PRESERvAtion  
(Collection and Research)

researching, developing, managing, and 
conserving the collection.

intERnAl SERviCES  
(Corporate Sustainability)

Providing governance and central support 
services, such as human resources, 
procurement, and finance.

ACCoMModAtionS

Maintaining suitable facilities for the 
collection, for visitors and for administrative 
functions.

KRA 1 
share knowledge through our programs, 
collaborations, and compelling visitor 
experiences. 

outCoME
engaged Canadians with the past, present, 
and future of science, technology, and 
society through rich and compelling 
experiences. 
Created nationally recognized destinations 
for all Canadians. 

KRA 3 
advance our internationally renowned 
collection. 

outCoME
enriched the collection and enhanced its 
national and international reputation. 

KRA 4 
ensure corporate sustainability. 

outCoMEe
demonstrated responsible management and 
governance of finances and resources. 

KRA 1 
share knowledge through our programs, 
collaborations, and compelling visitor 
experiences. 

outCoME
engaged Canadians with the past, present, 
and future of science, technology, and 
society through rich and compelling 
experiences.
Created nationally recognized destinations 
for all Canadians.

KRA 2 
national presence, participation and 
outreach. 

outCoME
increased our outreach in all provinces and 
territories, with a variety of stakeholders 
involved in science, technology, and culture. 

KRA 5 
Become an employer of choice. 

outCoME
attracted, developed, supported, and 
retained a highly skilled, dynamic, and 
diverse workforce. 

KRA 4 
ensure corporate sustainability. 

outCoME
demonstrated responsible management and 
governance of finances and resources. 

in order to meet its goals as Canada’s premier national science and technology institution,  
the Corporation carries out its activities along the four programs below.

kra = key result area
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LET’S TALk ENERG

l et’s Talk energy – engaging ideas for Canada’s Future is a national six-year initiative spearheaded 
by the Canada science and technology Museums Corporation, and delivered in association with 
organizations across the country and internationally. its primary purpose is to encourage national 

dialogue on the relationship between energy, the economy and the environment. enhancing energy 
awareness and literacy among Canadians will contribute to a sustainable energy future for Canada.

Let’s Talk energy will continue to offer exhibitions, school programs, educational kits, web resources 
and products, events, activities and social media. some of this year’s highlights include, in association 
with museums, universities and local groups across the country, the screenings of the film Switch that 
explores our energy future; and the SCenarios initiative: a ten-month exploration of sustainable energy 
by students from around the world culminating in video presentations at the rio+20 Conference in  
rio de Janeiro in June 2012.

the Museum affiliated Partners Program (or MaPP) is a national network of museums and 
science organizations that have partnered with the Corporation to collaborate and contribute to 
Let’s Talk energy. these organizations, along with the Corporation’s three Museums, are presenting 
or developing complementary exhibitions or programs on the theme of energy. together, these 
organizations offer Canadians the opportunity to explore their relationship with energy, to learn and 
understand about developments in new energy technologies, and to appreciate their role and the role of 
others in improving the environmental sustainability of energy production and use.
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Partners
Biosphere, environment Museum
Canada agriculture and food Museum
Canada aviation and space Museum
Canada science and technology Museum
Canadian nuclear safety Commission
discovery Centre
eptek art & Culture Centre
glenbow Museum
heritage Park historical village
Johnson geo Centre
la Cité de l’énergie
leduc #1 energy discovery Centre
Maritime Museum of the atlantic
Montréal science Centre
Musée de la nature et des sciences de sherbrooke
Musée du fjord
Musée minéralogique et minier de thetford Mines
Museo interactivo de economía (Mide)  

(interactive Museum of economics)
Museum of industry
north Cape wind energy interpretive Centre

oil Museum of Canada
ontario science Centre
science east
science north
science world
telus spark
the Manitoba Museum
theMuseuM
western development Museum

ThE MUSEUM AFFILIATED 
pARTNERS pROGRAM
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ShARING NOWLEDGE
(education and outreach)

s haring knowledge of the world of science and technology is one of the Corporation’s 
most important activities. in 2012–2013, the Corporation accomplished this through a 
wide range of captivating programs and visitor experiences, engaging Canadians in the 

past, present and future of science and technology. another important area involves enhancing 
the Corporation’s national presence and expanding public participation and outreach. this was 
achieved in collaboration with a variety of stakeholders in all provinces and territories, particularly 
through expanded use of social media, online tools and other forms of outreach.

reSuLTS by numberS
the tables below help the CstMC describe its accomplishments and provide details on the 
results for 2012–2013 against indicators identified at the beginning of the fiscal year. several 
new indicators, added in 2012–2013, will be used as baseline targets for future years.
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 kRA 1: ShARE kNOWLEDGE ThROUGh OUR pROGRAMS AND COMpELLING VISITOR ExpERIENCES
outcome: we engaged Canadians in the past, present and future of science, technology and society through rich and compelling experiences.

indiCators/targets results 2012–2013 results 2011–2012

attendance at all three Museums 
meet projected targets. 
annual target:
CaFm: 150,700
CaSm: 190,000
CSTm: 330,000
CSTmC: 670,700

Target mostly met

CafM: 167,750 
CasM: 190,289 
CstM: 295,184 
CstMC: 653,223 
decrease in attendance is partly attributed to a drop in participation  
by school groups that should be temporary. the decrease in attendance  
at CstM in the longer term is reflective of its aging facility.

CafM: 163,833
CasM: 185,259
CstM: 308,583 
CstMC: 657,675

review visitor satisfaction rate from yearly 
visitor survey 
Target: visitor satisfaction = 90%

the Corporation is developing a new visitor survey tool that will provide 
more flexibility for conducting visitor satisfaction surveys in-house using 
mobile technologies, which will be a more cost-effective approach.

number of new exhibitions and  
displays at each Museum

6 exhibitions
20 displays

9 exhibitions
16 displays 

number of innovations enhancing the visitor 
experience at each Museum

CafM: 7 programming innovations, including garden interpretation,  
special events and enhanced site animation.
CasM: 6 programming innovations, including camps, interactives,  
workshops and concerts.
CstM: 14 programming innovations, including demonstrations,  
interactives and special events.

new indicator for 2012–2013

number of new technologies on  
the floor

CafM: 2 new technologies, including Qr codes and a cow nose pump for  
the harvesting energy weekend.
CasM: 2 new technologies, including the redbird flight simulator and  
unpiloted aerial vehicle (uav) rescue technology.
CstM: 9 new technologies, including the launch of free wi-fi for visitors  
and the renewing of the Connexions exhibition.

new indicator for 2012–2013
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kRA 2: NATIONAL pRESENCE, pARTICIpATION AND OUTREACh
outcome: we increased our outreach in all provinces and territories with a variety of stakeholders involved in science, technology and culture.

indiCators/targets results 2012–2013 results 2011–2012

web visits meet projected targets  
Target: 3% increase in web visits 
from 2011–2012

log files: 3,335,218 (8% increase)
analytics: 1,384,305 (13% increase)
Target exceeded

log files: 3,095,852
analytics: 1,228,645 

new social media connections  
(new facebook likes, twitter followers,  
youtube subscribers)
 
views (youtube and flickr)

ToTaL connections 
facebook likes: 6,086 
twitter followers: 7,143 
youtube subscribers: 505
flickr views: 281,536 
youtube views: 217,169

new indicators for 2012–2013

– KRA 1 continued

 kRA 1: ShARE kNOWLEDGE ThROUGh OUR pROGRAMS AND COMpELLING VISITOR ExpERIENCES
outcome: we engaged Canadians in the past, present and future of science, technology and society through rich and compelling experiences.

indiCators/targets results 2012–2013 results 2011–2012

use of mobile devices on the floor CafM: a digital video camera is being used to produce promotional videos 
and an iPad was used to facilitate the harvesting energy garden tour.
CasM: iPads continue to be used by guides, and collection albums have been 
added to enhance iPad use.
CstM: iPads are used regularly during special events and school 
programming, and exhibitions are testing the use of iPads to facilitate visitor 
tracking.
CstMC library and archives: the CstMC library collection was included in 
the horizon library system application for mobile devices.
Membership: BlackBerry devices were introduced to scan registration to 
Members’ activities.

new indicator for 2012–2013
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kRA 2: NATIONAL pRESENCE, pARTICIpATION AND OUTREACh
outcome: we increased our outreach in all provinces and territories with a variety of stakeholders involved in science, technology and culture.

indiCators/targets results 2012–2013 results 2011–2012

number of exhibitions travelling 
number of venues
number of visitors

10 travelling products
37 venues
4,639,181 visitors

26 venues

number of professional presentations/
participants

137 presentations/4,977 participants new indicators for 2012–2013

number of new Museum affiliated Partners 
Program (MaPP) partners
Target: 10 partners over 6 years

28 partners in 31 locations 21 partners in 27 locations

level of satisfaction of new MaPP collaboration 100% of respondents were satisfied or very satisfied with the MaPP network 
and its activities.

new indicator for 2012–2013

number of new explore energy Partners reevaluated
a user-generated explore energy map will be used in the future as the 
indicator to better assess the result of connections and collaborations 
amongst Let’s Talk energy partners.

new indicator for 2012–2013

number of artifacts on loan
number of venues
number of visitors

419 CstMC artifacts on loan
54 venues in 8 provinces and 2 territories
1,984,400 visitors viewed loaned artifacts

443 artifacts on loan
67 venues in 8 provinces and 2 territories

number of artifact records on the web 215,641 records are on the Canadian heritage information network (Chin) new indicator for 2012–2013

number of educational materials downloaded reevaluated
recently, page tagging technology (analytics) has proven to be a more accurate 
measurement for downloaded information. the CstMC will reevaluate the method 
by which it gathers this information to provide a better picture of its success.

Participate in/host/develop national/international 
conferences, workshops, and/or symposiums

Participated in/hosted/developed 40 national/international  
conferences, workshops and/or symposiums. 

new indicators for 2012–2013

– KRA 2 continued
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VIRTUAL 
museum 

t he Corporation is highly innovative in its use of online 
tools: from out-of-this-world webcasts to making 
material available online, distance education, social 

media, crowd-sourcing ideas for exhibitions such as a new 
kitchen appliance collection and exciting online content 
considered leading edge around the world in social media. 
over the past few years, the Corporation has also analyzed, 
enhanced and expanded its online offerings to make the 
technomuses.ca websites valuable resources for educators, 
students and researchers.

some exciting highlights from this past year include 
launching the Canadian Women of innovation website 
on international women’s day, linking up with Colonel 
Chris hadfield while he was the Commander of the 
international space station and providing online ticketing for 
the first time for Star WarSTm identities.
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ENGAGING 
events anD PoPular ProGrams 

t hroughout the year, the Corporation’s three Museums 
offer a wide range of programs, festivals, concerts, 
lectures, commemorations and more, sharing fascinating 

experiences of science and technology with visitors of all ages.

Canada agriCuLTure and Food muSeum
the Canada agriculture and food Museum has a long standing 
tradition with its public programming, which continues to 
increase in popularity. visitors of all ages came to experience 
sheep shearing, ice cream making, a weekend-long halloween 
party and many more seasonal family friendly activities that 
delighted the senses.

Canada aViaTion and SPaCe muSeum
the Canada aviation and space Museum continues to offer 
its outstanding programming. while attracting new visitors 
to the Museum with innovative programming such as the live 
interactive headphone concert with kid koala, the Museum 
also continues to commemorate important dates in  

Canadian aviation history. to finish up the year, the 
March Break lego® competition was another sold out hit  
for the 22nd year in a row.

Canada SCienCe and TeChnoLogy muSeum
the Canada science and technology Museum’s strong public 
programs continue to be popular with families and school 
groups. astronomy-themed programming remains a strong 
draw with opportunities to watch the night sky through the 
telescope in the helen sawyer hogg observatory, sit in awe 
in the inflatable planetarium or be lucky enough to view a 
shooting star. the CstM continues its commitment to the 
promotion of steM with youth by leading national science 
and technology week and hosting several activities such as 
the sanofi Biogeneius Challenge awards and Cool Science 
Saturday during this past year’s winterlude festival.

SChooL ProgramS
at the three Museums combined, a total of 61,458 students 
attended 2,316 inspiring educational programs and workshops 
designed to demonstrate just how fascinating science and 
technology can be.

Summer day CamPS
summer day camps at all three Museums are among 
the region’s most popular summer activities. a total of 
2,119 campers enjoyed the 93 camps offered in 2012–2013.
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INNOVATIVE 
exhibitions 

e ach of the Corporation’s three Museums is responsible 
for presenting a variety of fascinating exhibitions. for the 
next few years, the Museums will follow the Corporation’s 

recently adopted five-year exhibition Plan in addition to special 
anniversaries and collection highlights.

this past year saw some small, yet powerful exhibitions at 
each Museum. the Canada agriculture and food Museum 
commemorated the 100th anniversary of the Calgary 
stampede with the small display What i Saw at the 
Calgary Stampede.

the Canada aviation and space Museum was the first 
venue to exhibit on the Trail of the monarch butterfly 

photography exhibition. this exhibition, which is travelling 
across the country with the help of the CasM, was presented 

in conjunction with the embassy of Mexico in Canada. the 
Corporation continues to work with organizations to showcase 
new and developing technologies in special exhibitions named 
TechnoZones. the CasM opened a new TechnoZone in 

partnership with the natural sciences and engineering research 
Council of Canada featuring the practical applications of 
unmanned aerial vehicles.

at the Canada science and technology Museum the popular 
Connexions exhibition, which traces the evolution of electronic 
communications, received a high-tech update with the generous 
support of rogers television. in efforts to get more of the 
national collection on the floor, your Collection invites visitors to 
enjoy a behind-the-scenes look at the national collection and its 
fascinating artifacts—many of which have never been on public 
display before.
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RECOGNIzING 
sCientifiC anD teChnoloGiCal aChievement 

t he Corporation promotes the study and expansion of 
science and technology at every level of Canadian society, 
and is proud to participate in underlining the contributions 

of various individuals and groups. three new members were 
inducted into the Canadian science and engineering hall of 
fame: J. a. d. McCurdy, Brenda Milner and ursula Martius 
franklin. the accomplishments of these inductees include 
advancing Canada’s aviation industry and pioneering the fields 
of cognitive science and of archaeometry, the use of modern 
technologies to study ancient materials. the Corporation’s three 
Museums also hosted in May the annual Canadian association 
of science Centres conference. the three-day conference, with 
the theme of Energy @ the Centre, was well attended with 
120 delegates from across the country.

Key STaKehoLderS: TeaCherS and STudenTS
the Corporation’s educational programming strives to be 
relevant for both teachers and students, and be a partner in 
learning about science and technology. this strategy has proven 
successful. for example, during national science and technology 

week in october, teachers were invited to participate in a draw 
to win their school program at the Canada agriculture and food 
Museum. across Canada this year, more than 85,000 people 
took part in 249 events, involving 753 different activities.

in mid-July, the CstM’s popular summer institute for 
elementary teachers welcomed teachers from newfoundland 
and labrador, new Brunswick, Quebec, ontario, Manitoba, 
and the northwest territories. this second annual three-day 
professional learning workshop shared innovative teaching 
strategies for integrating science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (steM) into classroom lessons.

finally, the equally popular reading artifacts summer institute 
welcomed 35 participants from the united states, ireland, france 
and Canada. over four days, scholars and people interested 
in teaching history through artifacts, or in expanding their 
research, used artifacts from the CstMC’s collection to learn 
about conservation, cataloguing and collection development.

Brenda Milner

ursula Martius franklin

J. a. d. McCurdy
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Throughout the year, the Corporation met and welcomed dignitaries, 
officials and special guests from all walks of life.

1

1 the Banta family, in front of a showcase featuring items from russell Banta’s collection of family artifacts, photographs and documents relating to the early days of cattle ranching in Canada.  
the showcase was part of What i Saw at the Calgary Stampede, an exhibition on the centennial of the Calgary stampede.  2 the stand-up ceremony marking Canada’s new command, the Canadian 
Joint operations Command, was held at the CasM on october 5. seated, left to right: lieutenant-general stuart Beare and general walt natynczyk, Chief of the defence staff.  3 on november 2,  
his excellency hansjörg walter, President of the national Council of switzerland, his excellency ulrich lehner, swiss ambassador to Canada, and their special guests enjoyed a viP tour of the CafM with 
the Museum’s director general.  4 in a successful collaboration between the CasM, rideau hall and the Canadian space agency, his excellency the right honourable david Johnston, governor general 

5

3

2

4
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7

of Canada, chatted with Commander Chris hadfield during a live downlink from the international space station, with over 250 curious school-aged guests watching and listening in.  5 speaking at the 
Public service engage learning and networking event at the CasM on november 27, the honourable tony Clement, President of the treasury Board, spoke, as did Ceo denise amyot, on the topic, 
“innovation on a shoestring”. 6 the honourable david emerson, head of the aerospace review, submitted the report Beyond the Horizon: Canada’s Interests and Future in Aerospace to the honourable 
Christian Paradis, Minister of industry, at a november 29 event at the CasM.  7 while in Calgary in april, denise amyot met with entrepreneur Brett wilson at his Prairie Merchant Corporation offices 
to hear his vision for a new national science museum, which includes showing how science and innovation are part of everyday life. Mr wilson is widely known from appearing on CBC’s “dragons’ den” 
television show.  8 at a special ceremony at the CasM on March 15, Prime Minister stephen harper officially congratulated Commander hadfield on assuming command of the international space 
station.  9 the honourable steven fletcher, Minister of state (transport) and the honourable Peter kent, Minister of the environment, at the CasM on June 4  announcing as part of environment week 
the release of Canada’s Action Plan to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Aviation.  10 the honourable gary goodyear, Minister of state (science and technology), at the opening of the Canadian 
association of science Centres conference, in May.  11 the honourable kelvin k. ogilvie, senator, opened the “genomics: the Power and the Promise” public lecture series presented by genome Canada 
and the gairdner foundation on november 28 at the CstM.

6

8

10

11

9
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ExpANDING 
our national PresenCe 

t he Corporation’s exhibitions travel each year to 
venues across Canada and around the world. this year, 
10 travelling exhibitions were featured at 37 venues, 

reaching 4.6 million visitors. in addition, the Corporation 
loans artifacts to other institutions, and engages in 

initiatives focused on sharing its collections and archives.

maKing The CoLLeCTion aCCeSSibLe: 
TraVeLLing exhibiTionS, arTiFaCT LoanS 
and Shared aCCeSS

•	 Food for health, produced by the CafM, was 
presented at the red deer Museum + art gallery in 

alberta and the western development Museums in 
Moose Jaw and saskatoon, saskatchewan. this popular 

exhibition is already booked at additional venues through 
January 2014—including requests from the united states.

•	 Fire! Fire!, featuring the CstM’s most iconic fire engines, 
ran throughout the summer of 2012 at shawinigan’s Cité de 
l’énergie. due to the exhibition’s popularity, the fire engines 
will remain on loan for the summers of 2013 and 2014.

•	 The Canadian Science and engineering hall of Fame 
travelling exhibition was on display at the galt Museum  
& archives in lethbridge, alberta.

•	 amazing Food routes, an exhibition produced by the 
CafM in partnership with the inter-american institute for 
Cooperation on agriculture, travelled to the university of 
Manitoba in January.

•	 The	Corporation’s	popular	edukits, educational activity  
kits, provide fascinating science experiences to students 
and teachers across Canada. Based on the pan-Canadian 
science curriculum, four different edukits topics were used 
by schools in newfoundland and labrador, new Brunswick, 
alberta, Quebec and ontario.
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i n addition to its exhibitions, programming and artifact loans, the Corporation 
shares its expertise through association with other museums, science centres and 
various organizations, institutions and communities.

employees serve on professional committees and other groups around the world, 
exchanging knowledge in the fields of science, technology, education and leadership. 
through publications, lectures, consultations and participation in various initiatives, 
staff engage in a vital public dialogue about the importance of science, technology 
and engineering in our daily lives, often bringing with virtual technology the 
programming right into classrooms across the country.

ShARING
exPertise
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HO

the Corporation is proud to have the work of its staff recognized 
internally and externally. awards won in 2012–2013 include 
the outstanding acquisition award from the Canadian 
aeronautical Preservation association (CaPa), the Companies 
for Conservation award from hydro ottawa (ho), an honourable 
mention in the outstanding exhibitions category from the 
Canadian Museums association (CMa), and the roy l. shafer 
leading edge award for leadership in the field from the 
association of science-technology Centers  (astC) for Let’s Talk 
energy, the pan-Canadian energy literacy initiative.

AwArds AND
RECOGNITION

cMA

AsTc

cAPA
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hERITAGE  
pRESERVATIO N

(Collection and research)

g iven the speed of scientific and technological advances, the national collection 
must include representative artifacts ranging broadly from early scientific tools 
to the latest in electronic communications. one of the Corporation’s key activities 

involves the creation and maintenance of an internationally renowned collection. to ensure 
the acquisition, preservation and study of a national collection representative of Canadian 
scientific and technological achievements, the Corporation’s Collection and research staff 
over the past year have worked to enrich the collection by identifying and acquiring objects 
of national importance, while also making the collection more accessible and enhancing its 
international reputation.

the national collection is organized into the following areas: communications; non-renewable 
resources and industrial design; physical sciences and medicine; renewable resources, 
including agriculture and forestry; and transportation—land, marine, aviation and space. 
it currently includes three-dimensional objects, trade literature, rare books and journals, 
engineering drawings, archival materials and photographs.
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kRA 3: AN INTERNATIONALLy RENOWNED COLLECTION
outcome: we enriched the collection and enhanced its national and international reputation.

indiCators results 2012–2013 results 2011–2012

Percentage of artifacts catalogued according  
to Corporation standards

53.4% 52.9%

number of new accessions 108 56

number of deaccessions 201 artifacts deaccessioned resulting in a recovery of  
930 m2 of storage space

809 artifacts deaccessioned

number of new CstMC artifacts with condition 
report (not previously documented)

302 artifacts newly documented new indicator for 2012–2013

number of artifacts acquired linked  
to new technologies

53 artifacts linked to new technology new indicator for 2012–2013
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C onservation and Collection services assesses the condition of artifacts 
to be acquired, and monitors the condition of all artifacts on an 
ongoing basis. the division is also responsible for the preservation and 

restoration of artifacts, and prepares artifacts for the Corporation’s exhibitions, 
programs and loans. Conservation and Collection services also establishes and 
maintains appropriate conditions for storing, displaying and accessing artifacts 
and archival materials. for instance, the division implements specialized 
conservation measures, including anoxic storage for prototype anti-gravity 
suits, long-term storage for internal combustion engines, and a survey of older 
plastics in the collection. in association with dedicated groups of volunteers, 
restoration continues on the north star and Beaufighter aircraft at the CasM.

pRESERVING 
CanaDa’s heritaGe
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DOCUMENTING
CanaDa’s sCienCe anD teChnoloGy history

g ood documentation is crucial to sharing information 
about the Corporation’s fascinating national collection. 
the availability of digitized data in text and image 

forms is particularly important if the Corporation is to 
effectively provide information to institutions, researchers and 
educators around the world.

there are currently 46,070 database records for 3d artifacts 
that are part of the national collection, 96% of which are 
accessible online through the Canadian heritage information 
network (Chin). furthermore, all of the items in the library’s 
collection of books and periodicals, as well as some of its 
trade literature collection—representing 54,634 records—are 
accessible through the library’s online catalogue.

work also continued on the Collection rationalization Project 
(CrP), which involves updating information on artifacts 
acquired before 1982, in addition to assessing collecting 
priorities. the CrP is based on the Collection development 

strategy, which has earned praise around the world. in 
2012–2013, 12% of the collection (5,240 artifacts) was 
reviewed under the CrP, and 201 artifacts were identified for 
deaccessioning, resulting in 930 m2 of storage floor space 
being freed up.
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e ach year, the Corporation adds objects of national 
importance to its collection. these include everything 
from rare animal breeds to aircraft to scientific 

instruments, making the Corporation’s collection one of the 
most diverse and fascinating among all national museum 
corporations.

BUILDING
the ColleCtion

the most notable 
acquisitions of 2012–2013 

include a threshing machine from  
Prince edward island; the Pratt & whitney 

Boeing 720 flying test bed; and the rich 
domtar company archives, spanning 

more than 150 years in the history 
of an industry that shaped 
lumber-producing regions  

across the country.
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kRA 4: CORpORATE SUSTAINABILITy
outcome: we demonstrated responsible management and governance of financial and other resources.

indiCators/targets results 2012–2013 results 2011–2012

number of volunteers
number of new recruited
number of volunteer hours

369 active volunteers
191 new recruits
34,444 volunteer hours

377 volunteers

32,000 hours

donations, in-kind and sponsorship support 
Target: $1,600,000

$2,105,000 ($227,000 foundation +  
$715,000 in-kind + $1,163,000 sponsorships)
Target exceeded

$2,062,000 ($321,000 foundation +  
$677,000 in-kind + $1,064,000 sponsorships)

revenue generation 
Target: $4,525,000

$4,863,000
Target exceeded

$4,579,000

INTERNAL SERV CES
(Corporate sustainability)

C orporate sustainability is an important part of everything the Corporation 
does. Managing its resources, services and infrastructure on behalf of all 
Canadians, the Corporation has continued to demonstrate responsible 

management of its finances and resources through a combination of internal 
economies and efficiencies, effective governance and best practices.

knowing the key to its success is an active and dedicated workforce, the Corporation 
has worked toward becoming an employer of choice, and has been able to attract, 
develop, support and retain a highly skilled, dynamic and diverse workforce.
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kRA 5: BECOMING AN EMpLOyER OF ChOICE
outcome: we attracted, developed, supported and retained a highly skilled, dynamic and diverse workforce.

indiCators results 2012–2013 results 2011–2012

training on entrepreneurship provided  
to all staff

thematic series sessions included two speakers on entrepreneurship. 
the entrepreneurship working group of non-management employees has 
developed an action plan and a definition of entrepreneurship for  
the Corporation.

new indicator for 2012–2013

opportunities for management to engage  
staff in corporate priorities and direction

across the Corporation: bilateral meetings, all-staff meetings, team 
meetings, brainstorming opportunities, 6–7 staff engagement sessions, 
3 working groups established (entrepreneurship, digitization, visitor 
experience), social Media Club established, division meetings.

new indicator for 2012–2013

number of training hours for staff across  
the Corporation

4,462 hours 3,811 hours

– KRA 4 continued

kRA 4: CORpORATE SUSTAINABILITy
outcome: we demonstrated responsible management and governance of financial and other resources.

indiCators/targets results 2012–2013 results 2011–2012

Boutique sales (CasM/CstM)  
Target: $700,000

$842,000
Target exceeded

$965,000

number of rentals/sales 160 rentals/$213,000 in sales $227,000 in sales

number of staff taken information  
management (iM) training
Percentage of positive response to  
iM training (feedback forms)

100% of staff have taken iM training 
14 migration sessions
53 staff have received iM coaching and training
satisfaction survey are being developed and will be conducted in a future quarter

new indicators for 2012–2013
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e ach year, to supplement its yearly government allocation, 
the Corporation raises funds through admission fees, 
special programs, fundraising events, donations, 

sponsorships and collaborations.

admission fees were raised at both the CstM and CasM, 
bringing their fees more in line with those of other national 
museums and helping to meet required targets for revenue 
generation. in november, the CasM became the only 
authorized Canadian supplier of Canadian space agency 
products. the variety of rental facilities available at both the 
CasM and CstM continue to provide revenue generating 
opportunities for the Corporation.

some interesting revenue diversification initiatives from 
2012–2013 include:

•	 The	CAFM	is	a	working	farm	and	the	sale	of	milk	produced	by	
its dairy herd resulted in revenues of $255,000.

•	 The	CASM’s	Flight	Experience	program	offers	visitors	flights	in	
two vintage waco uPf-7 biplanes, as well as a robinson r-44 
helicopter. these flights generated $23,718 in revenues.

•	 The	CSTM	charged	a	small	fee	for	visitors	to	experience	riding	
the shay steam locomotive, generating $12,181 in revenues.

•	 The	Corporation	earned	almost	$20,000	from	selling	copies	
of images and drawings in its 2d collection to customers  
in north america, europe and asia.

GENERATING
revenues
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t he Corporation is active in generating revenues 
through collaborations and sponsorships. through its 
Business development division and with the support of 

management, the Corporation signed a number of new multi-
year cash and in-kind agreements with various private and 
public sector partners.

the following initiatives benefit from these collaborations:

•	 Food: The Science you eat initiative – agriculture and  
agri-food Canada, Canadian food inspection agency, 
health Canada (food directorate), Public health agency  
of Canada and nestlé Canada inc.

•	 Potash: Feeding the World – Canadian fertilizer institute,  
agrium inc., Potash Corporation of saskatchewan inc. 
and the Mosaic Company.

•	 Let’s Talk energy – Canadian natural resources limited, 
Cenovus energy inc., Canadian nuclear safety Commission 
and natural resources Canada.

•	 TechnoZones – Public works and government services 
Canada—Canadian innovation Commercialization Program 
(CiCP).

•	 Science, Technology, engineering and mathematics 
(STem) initiative – adM science and technology 
integration Board, Canadian nuclear safety Commission, 
industry Canada and natural resources Canada.

memoranda oF underSTanding and  
oTher agreemenTS
agreements signed with other organizations this year included 
collaborations, Memoranda of understanding and other 
arrangements with the following:

•	 Algonquin	College

•	 China	Soong	Ching	Ling	Foundation	Research	Centre

•	 Domtar	Inc.

•	 Embassy	of	Mexico	in	Canada

•	 Inter-American	Institute	for	Cooperation	on	 
agriculture (iiCa)

•	 National	Museum	of	Emerging	Science	and	 
innovation (Miraikan) Japan

•	 National	Music	Centre

•	 Nutrients	for	Life	Foundation	Canada

•	 Polish	Aviation	Museum,	Krakow

•	 Public	Works	and	Government	Services	Canada—CICP

•	 Rare	Breeds	Canada

•	 University	of	Ottawa

SpONSORShIpS
anD aGreements 

national MusiC Centre university of ottawa rare Breeds Canada
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adM s&t integration Board 
agriculture and agri-food Canada
agrium inc.
atomic energy of Canada limited
auto21
Bee Maid honey
Big ass fans
Bombardier aerospace
Canadian association of Petroleum Producers
Canadian fertilizer institute
Canadian food inspection agency
Canadian gas association
Canadian natural resources limited
Canadian nuclear safety Commission
Canadian wind energy association
Cenovus energy inc.
Centre for energy
ConocoPhillips Canada
Curtiss-wright
encana Corporation

green aviation research & development network
health Canada
imperial oil foundation
industry Canada
natural resources Canada
natural sciences and engineering research Council of Canada
nestlé Canada inc.
opentext Corporation
Parks Canada
Potash Corporation inc.
Pratt & whitney Canada Corp.
Public health agency of Canada
Public works and government services Canada (CiCP)
rogers television/rogers Cable inc.
sustainable development technology Canada
the Mosaic Company
toyota Canada inc.
tv rogers
university of ottawa—school of electrical  

engineering and Computer science

ThE CORpORATION WIShES TO ACkNOWLEDGE 
ITS CURRENT SpONSORS AND pARTNERS:
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 t he Corporation works to raise awareness of many 
issues, while also sharing its expertise, programs 
and facilities with a wide range of communities 

and social sectors. the Corporation’s staff is highly 
active in this regard, devoting considerable energy 
to the success of special initiatives at all three 
Museums.

in addition to initiatives specific to the Museums 
themselves, the Corporation has ongoing donation 
programs including the gifting of more than 
500 museum passes and prizes, such as books and 
other corporate merchandise, provided for local and 
national fundraising events. all three Museums also run 
youth fund programs, which benefited 2,732 students 
from 71 schools and 6 community organizations this year.

CORpORATE
soCial resPonsibility

The students were able to do hands-on experiments 
with equipment that the school could not afford.   
– anonymous visitor
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e very aspect of the Corporation’s work, whether public or 
behind-the-scenes, relies on the expertise, enthusiasm and 
dedication of everyone from curatorial to programming to 

administrative to visitor services staff. as a recognized top employer, 
the Corporation seeks to ensure that all employees are supported, 
energized and challenged.

the Corporation strongly believes in professional development and 
was very proud to be able to provide staff with a total of 203 hours 
of professional development training, 416 hours of internal 
language training, and 168 hours of internal first aid/whMis 
training. in addition, employees attended a number of personal 
and professional development conferences and seminars,  
both as presenters and participants.

A COLLABORATIVE 
anD enGaGinG WorkPlaCe

one of the  
primary strengths 
of the Corporation

is its staff. 
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t he Membership Program flagship activities, including 
the holiday event and the CafM halloween Party, 
continue to be sold out events. at the end of the 

fiscal year, the Corporation had close to 6,500 membership 
households—an 11% increase compared to the previous  
year—generating a profit of more than $125,000 for  
the Corporation.

MEMBERShIp 
matters

one of the 
Corporation’s most 

important and successful 
initiatives is its membership 

Program, which offers  
members wide range  

of benefits and  
categories.
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RECOGNIzING
VOLUNTEERS

khadidja abdeddaïm
hodane abdi
Jonathan aguilar
ahmed ahmed
omer akaltin
antonin alain
thomas alföldi
farid ali
Philippe arsenault
robert J. austin
Bricette ayite
Mishaal azahar
shraddha Badaravada
vaishnavi Badaravada
vedavaty Badaravada
shayon Banerjee
Charles Barbeau
Michel Barbeau
Charles Baril
Martin Baroody
edmund Barrick
Zachary Basanda
kevin Battista
frank Bayerl
Murray Beauliua
Bernadette Beckett
Marwane Benkirane
othmane Benkirane
graham Bennett
amente Bexele
Biman Bihari
akshyn Biman-telang
reg Blain
elizabeth Blais
gilles-Philippe Blouin
edward Bolton
James Book
neven Bosiljcic
asha-Maria Bost
Bernard Bouchard
Jacques Bouchard
rené Bourassa
emilie Bourguignon
Bonita (Bonnie) Bowkett

edmund Bowkett, Jr
edmund Bowkett, sr
leslie Bown
Paul Bown
haris Box
david Boyd
gary Boyle
Jane Bray
Carl Broughton
richard Brugger
Jacques Brunelle
John Christopher Bryant
Colin Buda
lisa Bui
david Burt
karine Cadieux
andrew Cameron
Brent Cameron
douglas Campbell
grace Campbell
aldo Campitelli
alec Campo
Caterina Campo
Pablo Cardona
Cédrik Carrière
doug Carswell
daniel Carter
Zoé Carty
rachel Cavanagh
rahul Chakravarthy
reg Chappel
guy Charron
ashley Chen
Jason Chen
stella Chen
robert Cherry
alain Chouinard
luella Christy-antonin
Philip Chrysler
Monique Clairoux
James Clark
geoffrey Cockhill
Margaret Collins
gerry Conrad

glenn Cook
John Corby
Michel Côté
Bernard Courtois
Jamie Cousineau
darin Cowan
doug dalziel
attilla danko
huwayda darrat
shubhajeet das
danica davies
robert day
frank deehan
gilbert desbecquets
robert desjardins
Patrick devenish
thomas devey
sanjay dhawan
eliana diamantstein
Éric dicaire
robert dick
Michael diCola
katelynn dixon
gabrielle domingue
Jerry dong
James donner
austin douglas
John douglas
Pierre drapeau
Claude drisdale
Claudette drisdale
danielle drisdale
stacy dubois
Benjamin dudley
arielle dufresne
duncan dufresne
John duggan
amanda dunn
John dunphy
garry dupont
Zoë dworsky-fried
oscar echeverri
dave elliott
Paul ennis

o ver the years, the Corporation has attracted a wide range of skilled volunteers 
for everything from artifact restoration and conservation, to special events, 
interpretation and animal care. in april, the Corporation celebrated a major 

milestone, with 500,000 hours of volunteer services recorded.

a youth volunteer group was founded in January 2013 with the goal of having volunteers 
offer special science activities to the public. it is comprised of 12 very engaged bilingual 
youth who received about 20 hours of training. they completed 256 hours of volunteering in 
the first three months of the program.

this year, 369 dedicated individuals contributed 34,444 hours to projects at all 
three Museums, an increase of 6.5% compared to last year.
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hector ewing
ishan fernando
shelani fernando
françois fournier
hillard francis
Bertram frandsen
ghislaine frappier
Christopher fuchs
ronit gandhi
gerald gaugl
rolf geiger
Bruce gemmill
Charles gendron
harvey gillespie
Jason gillespie
lynn girard
Paul girard
Bianca go
william goldney
laura gong
alicea grace
Bruce grant
don gregory
yvan guay
don gunawardena
tammy-lynn haché
samuel hadwen
d. a. (sandy) haggart
victor haggart
John halpenny
richard harding
steve hardy
stephen harling
isaac harris
felicity harrison
rodney hautot
graeme kevin hay
Peter hayman
allan J. heffler
Brelene hemington laskoski
tom hewitt
Mark heyendal
Colin hine
vivian ho

robert hobbs
ed hogan
Michael hope
Bill hough
richard houle
erin howard-hoszko
kenny hsu
Paul hughes
Marwa ibrahim
ian Jackson
Philip Jago
den Jakupi
allan Jamieson
ralph Jean-Poix
Malak Jebara
May Jebara
tony Jeong
Jennifer Jiang
alexandre Jodoin
neil Johnstone
terry Judge
ernest Jury
elisa kazan
Bruce kettles
dylan kettles
Minji kim
gatu kirubi
shaun klepko
Melissa knight
Maryam kotait
wanda kowalski
Peter krayer von krauss
norman kummer
Paul labranche
Michel lacasse
nicole lacey
ron lachance
dennis ladouceur
hélène laframboise
James laing
florian lalonde
Maddie lamirande
félix lamontagne
daniel larose

Jennifer latoche
anne-Marie lavallée
richard lawrence
James lawton
Claude le Blanc
Melissa leclerc
Patrick legault
Pierre legault
Pierre-nicolas legault
Éric lemay
Joseph lemieux
terrence leversedge
erin li
Zelig li
eugene lin
karen louise lochhead
richard lodge
James lohnes
Jack loucks
daisy lowdon
david lowdon
felix lu
Maxwell lucas
Meghan lundrigan
Zach lunetta
fanta ly
James lyon
Christi lyttle
Claire Macarthur
robert Macdonald
taylor Mackie
donald Macneil
natasha Maher
Jade Mak
steven Maki
Bryon Mask
aavan Matharu
Jaipal Matharu
vanessa Matta
anne Maurais
shamus McCoy
John Mcdermott
Bryden Mcdonald
Maddie Mcdougall

david Mcgowran
stephen Mcintyre
saskia Mckay
Campbell Mcneil
garrett Mcneil
Carlos Xavier Mendoza
nadja Merali
John Mercier
robert Mercier
robert Merrick
andrew Merritt
Julia Meyer
len Michaud
Pamela Middelton
vernon Miller
Michael Moghadam
robert Moore
Christian Moreau
gabriel Moreau
Colin Morehouse
Patrick Morel-a-l’huissier
dave Moryas
Bill Moulton
Bob Murray
Jessie Murray
Joe Murray
rebecca Murray
Milad nabizada
wilbert neal
alexandra nederlof
Chafic nehme
Jérémy noël
david norenberg
Michael nowell
dardell numa
laura nunan
Charles Patrick o’dale
Jane o’donovan
leo o’donovan
sarah olberg
robert olson
gavin osborne
samuel ott
Parth Patel

Benjamin Paul
John Peacock
george Pearce
Judith Peckham
Caitlyn Pellerin
robert Pennett
Makusi Peter
george Popadynec
andre Poulin
tommy Power
tony raab
superna ramesh
greg reynolds
dennis rice
Peter richer
James riddoch
katherine riley
alain rioux
orazio rizzi
lee robinson
ross C. robinson
John rodney
Michael roy
Miville roy
stephanie roy
tony rybczynski
ruba safieddine
robert sampson
dinara sarybaeva
Celine sayed
al schulte
stephanie schultz
alan scott
erin scullion
aritra sengupta
navid shafiyi saruestani
william shaw
reg shevel
rui shi
yemin shou
nirmal sinha
george skinner
stanton smaill
Bob smith

Jennifer smith
nelson smith
norman smith
hafsa souleiman-abdillahi
shayda spakowski
Jean-Pierre spénard
thomas spencer
kent spott
Cloé st-amour
ian stewart
ronald st-Martin
william stocker
dave stremes
Cecilia su
tina su
david tafel
Casey tanner
John tasseron
Bill tate
david tate
allen taylor
david taylor
James taylor
Maha temkit
Christopher teron
Jonathan tessier
John thibert
david thompson
srikar thungathurti
tim timmins
Jacob toohey
Mathieu tousignant
Martin trépanier
Peter trobridge
Joseph trzcinski
Janet tulloch
amy turner
Jim tyerman
Bill upton
eric vaz
irusha vidanamadura
aramis vigeant
Maurice-andré vigneault
Jacob von Chorus

ana vrzic
Bryan wakeford
sunny wang
Mark ward
steven weaver
Beth webster
Bill weiler
alan westland
eric wetmore
Mae wilson
Maryann wu
leon Xu
Maxime Xu
helen yendall
elizabeth yeoh
yoonsin yoong
tim young
william young
stephanie youngdale
giuseppe Zanetti
Mahdi Zeghal
Manel Zeghal
kevin Zhang
yuhang Zhang
lisa Zhong
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A jOB WELL DONE

t he staff at the Corporation is a highly motivated group, earning accolades both within the organization and from 
outside. service awards were presented to 35 employees; 13 staff members received Muses awards, where employees 
recognize their co-workers for outstanding efforts; and 23 staff were recognized for 10 different Management awards.

furthermore, the Corporation is very proud of employees Monique horth and Jean-françois laBrosse who were awarded 
Queen elizabeth ii diamond Jubilee Medals for their significant achievements and contributions to Canada.

25 yearS oF SerViCe aWard
denise amyot, michel Labrecque, bryan dewalt,  
Liz barney. absent: rénald fortier, Corey stephen.

15 yearS oF SerViCe aWard
denise amyot, Kimberly reynolds, Luc Fournier,  
Shelley boudreau, Christina Lucas. absent: ann sîan Jones.

20 yearS oF SerViCe aWard
Fernand Proulx, denise amyot, gary Sanford.  
absent: anna adamek, luke Bisson, Claude 
faubert, gerald lynott, Patricia Montero.

5 yearS oF SerViCe aWard
denise amyot, Louise Lafrenière, marcia rak,  
Kelly ray. absent: Catherine Émond,  
natalie guénette, sophie Penner.

10 yearS oF SerViCe aWard
denise amyot, Julie Lacroix, Cédric St-amour, Serge Farah,  
monique horth, hugo ouellette. absent: roxanne Brunet,  
Marie-sophie desaulniers, renée gingras, Marc ladouceur,  
karoline klug, andrew Macdonald, Chris Morin.

exCeLLenCe aWard
luc fournier, Kristen abraham,  
denise amyot. absent: sandra Corbeil.
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CorPoraTe SoCiaL reSPonSibiLiTy
kerry-leigh Burchill, mireille Sauvé, Fraser mcdonald,  
denise amyot. absent: Jennifer Parent.

TeamWorK
fernand Proulx, Joe Quinn, denise amyot.

LeaderShiP and exCeLLenCe 
yves st-onge, Cédric St-amour,  
denise amyot.

ParTiCiPaTion and ouTreaCh
ellen Burack, Jason armstrong, denise amyot.

Pride and TeamWorK
stephen Quick, bryan dewalt, erin Secord, Line Pivin, Sue Warren,  
Sean Tudor, Sharon babaian, denise amyot. absent: anna adamek,  
kevin Machan, tony Missio, Pat Montero.

LeaderShiP
Monique horth, gabrielle Trépanier,  
denise amyot.

exCeLLenCe and Team WorK
elizabeth Marcotte-Mulders, Sharon huizinga-
Latour, martine Thériault, denise amyot.

enTrePreneuriaL SPiriT  
and CreaTiViTy
fernand Proulx, Chris morin, denise amyot.

LeaderShiP and engagemenT
stephen Quick, Sue Warren, denise amyot.
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ACCOMMO ATIONS

a ccommodations have a direct impact on the Corporation’s ability to share knowledge 
through fascinating programs and visitor experiences. over the past year, all three of the 
Corporation’s Museums have remained nationally recognized cultural destinations. this 

attests to the Corporation’s ability to maintain a safe and appropriate physical environment for 
public programming, collection storage and display, and administrative services.

the Corporation’s approach to accommodations also reflects its commitment to corporate 
sustainability. By maintaining, improving and expanding its public and back-of-house facilities, the 
Corporation continues to demonstrate responsible management and governance of its finances and 
other resources.

enhanCing CorPoraTion SiTeS
the Corporation’s physical infrastructure absorbs a considerable percentage of its operating costs. 
over the past year, the Corporation continued to enhance energy efficiency, while streamlining 
some facilities and expanding others.

the biggest capital project of the year for the Corporation was the renovation at the CafM of a 
historical building which was transformed into a dynamic new learning Centre for year-round 
programming, exhibition gallery, learning labs, a lecture hall and improved visitor and group 
amenities. the facility was on schedule to open in May 2013.

other projects completed this year include the relocation of the planetarium, renovation of the 
demonstration stage at the CstM, and the re-lamping of exterior lights at an administration 
building resulting in energy cost savings.
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kRA 4: CORpORATE SUSTAINABILITy
outcome: we demonstrated responsible management and governance of financial and other resources.

indiCators results 2012–2013 results 2011–2012

number of capital projects completed  
on time and on budget

4 capital projects completed 3 capital projects completed

kRA 1: ShARE kNOWLEDGE ThROUGh OUR pROGRAMS AND COMpELLING VISITOR ExpERIENCES
outcome 2: we created nationally recognized destinations for all Canadians.

indiCators results 2012–2013 results 2011–2012

documentation complete for site selection  
of new museum, the thematic framework and 
for architect selection.

Postponed until planning funds become available. Postponed until planning funds  
become available.
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MANAGEMENT  
DISCUSSION AND 
A ALySIS

t he Canada science and technology Museums 
Corporation (CstMC) is committed to achieving the 
mandate established by the Museums Act while 

ensuring a strong financial and operational foundation 
required to support the delivery of its fascinating products.

STraTegiC direCTion
the Board of trustees established the current strategic 
direction in 2010–2011 over a five-year period. this annual 
report reflects the third year of this planning period. using 
the Program alignment architecture, the Corporation 
established five key result areas (kras), which serve as 
general goals. each of the kras has performance indicators 
that can be monitored to assess the objectives and strategies 
established for each kra.

the five Key Result Areas are:
1. share knowledge through our programs,    

collaborations, and compelling visitor experiences.   
(sharing knowledge and accommodations) 

2. national presence, participation and outreach.  
(sharing knowledge) 

3. advance our internationally renowned collection.   
(heritage Preservation) 

4. ensure corporate sustainability.  
(internal services and accommodations)

5. Become an employer of choice.  
(internal services)

as the annual report demonstrates, on the whole the 
Corporation achieved most of the strategies and objectives 
it had set. however, to refocus its efforts and return to a 
balanced position in 2012–2013, some adjustments were 
required to constrain or reduce costs while diversifying and 
increasing revenues.

enVironmenTaL SCan
like other cultural and tourist organizations in Canada’s 
Capital region (CCr), the CstMC is affected by several 
noteworthy environmental pressures including: the ongoing 
global financial instability, workforce reductions negatively 
impacting spending, competition from other cultural and 
recreational attractions in the CCr, tourism deterred by 
increasing fuel prices and by the high Canadian dollar, and 
Canadians’ expectations for digital content. in addition, 
attendance of school groups visiting all three Museums during 
the first half of the school year was affected by the ontario 
teachers’ labour disruption. 

riSK anaLySiS
the key risks to the Corporation’s ability to achieve its 
mandate are financial pressures, as it does not have the 
means to create substantial new program offerings or to 
make the required investments for CstM facilities in order 
to continue to attract and engage visitors on the scale of 
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the other national museums in Canada or national science 
museums abroad. the Corporation’s inability to make these 
investments is constrained by inflation coupled with rising 
non-discretionary costs, such as utilities, taxes, rent and 
maintenance. these fixed costs absorb up to 40% of the 
Corporation’s budget, which in addition to human resources 
costs, totals 85% of the Corporation’s expenses, leaving 15% 
for program development. to balance these pressures, the 
CstMC practices sound fiscal management, cost-reduction 
measures and diversified revenue generation internally, 
and reaches out externally to enhance relationships with 
key stakeholders and form new collaborative financial 
relationships to deliver programs.

for the CstM, the Corporation will continue to explore 
options for a purpose-built Museum building and for proper 
accommodations of its collection reserve storage given the 
limitation of current facilities. in particular, the roof and hvaC 
units at the CstM are in urgent need of replacement at a cost 
of $3.345 million. the Corporation will invest in repairs to the 
extent possible while trying to secure funds required  
for replacements.

budgeT oVerVieW
the Corporation’s budget for 2012-2013, reported on an 
accrual basis, totalled $38.637 million—comprised of 
funds received from three different sources: parliamentary 
appropriation, self-generated and other revenue, and 
contributions from the CstMC foundation.

Parliamentary Appropriations
total appropriation in the Corporation’s statements is 
reported on an accrual basis in the amount of $31.6 million in 
2012–2013. the total voted appropriation was $28.9 million on 
a cash basis, which included a final contribution of $2.4 million 
from Budget 2008 for specific capital projects (mainly at the 
CafM and CasM). later in the year, the Corporation received 
a supplementary amount of $2.6 million for severance 
adjustments and retroactive wage settlements.

Self-Generated Revenues
the Corporation recorded an increase of $374,000 in revenues 
generated compared with fiscal year 2011–2012, mainly from 
the increase in admission prices at the CstM and CasM. the 
price of an adult ticket at the CstM went up $3 and $4 at 
the CasM, making admission prices more in line with other 
national museums in the CCr.

Corporate development revenues continue to increase with 
the growth of sponsorships obtained for the successful Let’s 
Talk energy initiative, as well as rising interest from third 
parties in the TechnoZone and Potash: Feeding the World 
exhibition. the $1.163 million in sponsorship revenue for 
2012–2013 represents an increase of almost 10% compared to 
last year. Membership sales increased by 38% in 2012–2013 
compared to the previous year. this significant increase was 
achieved by increasing membership privileges, such as early 
registration for summer camps. important contributions from 
the Canada science and technology Museums Corporation 
foundation totalled $227,000 in 2012–2013. 

Boutique sales and other revenues are areas where the most 
significant decreases have been observed. “other” revenues 
include travelling exhibitions and various non-recurring 
activities. the decrease in boutique sales is mainly related 

to the drop in attendance to the Museums, partly due to the 
ontario teachers’ labour dispute.

oPeraTing exPendiTureS: year-end PoSiTion
the Corporation’s total expenses for 2012–2013 amounted 
to $35.9 million, compared to $38.6 million in 2011–2012. 
Personnel and accommodation costs required to manage 
and safeguard the collection continue to be the largest 
use of funds, amounting to $19.3 million and $11.6 million 
respectively. of the remaining amount, $6 million allowed 
the Corporation to deliver on its programs with a focus on 
showcasing the collection.

total operating costs have decreased by $2.7 million when 
compared to 2011–2012. the Corporation has implemented 
many cost reduction strategies including reduced building 
maintenance and decreased exhibition activity. the strategy 
is to limit new exhibitions unless they are funded by 
sponsorships or have a high return on investment. significant 
human resources changes at the end of 2011 contributed 
to the significant decrease in personnel costs in 2012–2013. 
these were made after a strategic review of its program 
and service offerings, and helped the Corporation to return 
to a positive budget position after the pay-out of a legal 
settlement of $500,000 recorded under professional services 
in 2011–2012. the combination of these reduction measures 
permitted the Corporation to address its 2011–2012 deficit.

the budget surplus recorded for 2012–2013 is mainly 
attributed to the timing of payments stemming from 
the severance buy-out option negotiated in a collective 
agreement ratified on May 9, 2012, with the Corporations’ 
employees represented by the Public service alliance of 
Canada (PsaC). this severance option was made to align 
with the treasury Board’s agreements with its employees. 
some of the payments had been expensed in 2011–2012 for 
which appropriations had been received later in 2012–2013. 
this contributed to the deficit in 2011–2012 and the surplus in 
2012–2013. the $2.8 million operating surplus will be used to 

Source of Funds

 Main estimates

 one-time funding

 revenue

 Contributions

73%

6%

18%

3%
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absorb any accumulated deficit not addressed through the 
reduction measures cited above and remaining funds will be 
re-invested in capital.

Capital 
the most significant capital project for the Corporation in 
2012–2013 was the renovation of the new learning center at 
the Canada agriculture and food Museum, which opened 
in May 2013, permitting it to offer programs and services 
year-round. the project was funded through Budget 2008 at 
an expense of $5.0 million in total since construction began 
in 2011–2012. other minor capital projects were implemented 
using operational efficiencies from energy saving initiatives in 
previous years. the Corporation completed four of the capital 
projects planned for 2012–2013, for a total investment of 
$4.4 million in capital assets in 2012–2013.

ouTLooK
the Corporation continues to make progress in regards to its 
strategic objectives. the admission pricing adjustments had a 
positive impact on revenues in 2012–2013, and improvements 
at the Canada agriculture and food Museum should continue 
to encourage revenue growth. Creative product lines and 
thematic exhibition additions such as the simulators at the 
Canada aviation and space Museum, are also expected to 
contribute to new revenue generation.

the Corporation understands that in order to remain relevant 
to all Canadians, it must reach out beyond Canada’s Capital 
region. the focus continues to leverage electronic media, 
rebuilding the Corporation’s websites and using social media 
such as flickr, twitter, youtube, Pinterest and facebook. the 
Corporation’s web sites are in the process of being entirely 
revitalized, using the most modern tools to ensure the 
websites are kept current with ease. the 2013–2014 Corporate 
Plan summary outlines the importance of digital and virtual 
offerings in expanding outreach.

while virtual tools provide Canadians with access to the 
national collection, such tools cannot replace the visitor 
experience of being in the presence of the actual artifacts. 
the Corporation will continue to expand its efforts to 
preserve its rich collection and share the country’s scientific 
and technological heritage with Canadians and the world. 
By continuing to promote artifact loans and expanding its 
inventory of travelling products, the Corporation further 
fosters scientific and technological literacy throughout 
Canada—a mandate that becomes increasingly relevant 
with society and the economy’s deepening dependence on 
science and technology in areas such as manufacturing, travel, 
agriculture and communications.

a suitable solution regarding funding and facilities will be 
required for the Corporation to ensure it is able to continue to 
fulfill its mandate. science and innovation has helped define 
who we are as Canadians, and the CstMC will continue to 
preserve this rich heritage which facilitates the discussions 
that help Canadians cultivate their place in the future.
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t he financial statements contained in this annual report 
have been prepared by Management in accordance 
with Canadian public sector accounting standards for 

government not-for-profit organizations, and the integrity 
and objectivity of the data in these financial statements are 
Management’s responsibility. Management is also responsible 
for all other information in the annual report and for ensuring 
that this information is consistent, where appropriate, 
with the information and data contained in the financial 
statements.

in support of its responsibility, Management has developed 
and maintains books of account, records, financial 
and management controls, information systems and 
management practices. these are designed to provide 
reasonable assurance as to the reliability of financial 
information that assets are safeguarded and controlled, 
and that transactions are in accordance with Part X of the 
Financial Administration Act and regulations, as well as the 
Museums Act and the by-laws of the Corporation.

the Board of trustees is responsible for ensuring that 
Management fulfils its responsibilities for financial reporting 
and internal control. the Board exercises its responsibilities 
through the finance, audit and risk Management Committee, 
which includes a majority of members who are not officers 
of the Corporation. the Committee meets with Management 
and the independent external auditor to review the manner 
in which Management is performing its responsibilities and to 
discuss auditing, internal controls, and other relevant financial 
matters. the finance, audit and risk Management Committee 
has reviewed the financial statements and submitted its 
report to the Board of trustees. the Board of trustees has 
reviewed and approved the financial statements.

the Corporation’s external auditor, the auditor general of 
Canada, audits the financial statements and reports to the 
Minister responsible for the Corporation.

fernand Proulx
Chief operating officer and interim President and Ceo

yannick Brazeau
Controller

June 18, 2013

MANAGEMENT’S
resPonsibility for finanCial statements 

FINANC AL 
STATEMENTS
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL pOSITION
as at

 (in thousands of dollars)
March 31  

2013
March 31  

2012

ASSEtS
Current

Cash and cash equivalents (note 3) $11,195 $10,264

accounts receivable

government departments 1,315 1,638

trade 494 409

inventories 470 465

Prepaid expenses 50 104

13,524 12,880

Collection (note 4) 1 1

Capital assets (note 5) 65,770 64,415

$79,295 $77,296

liABilitiES
Current

accounts payable and accrued liabilities

government departments $814 $988

accrued salaries and other 3,072 2,617

Current portion of employee future benefits (note 6) 293 2,246

deferred contributions and deferred revenues (note 7) 6,554 6,755

10,733 12,606

employee future benefits (note 6) 224 581

long-term advance (note 8) 4,533 4,533

deferred contributions related to capital assets (note 9)  51,684 50,223

67,174 67,943

nEt ASSEtS
unrestricted 2,019 (749)

investment in capital assets 10,102 10,102

12,121 9,353

$79,295 $77,296

Contractual obligations and contingencies (notes 14 and 16)
the accompanying notes and schedules form an integral part of these financial statements.

approved by the Board of trustees

 gary Polonsky neil russon
 Chairman Chairman, finance, audit and risk Management Committee
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STATEMENT OF OpERATIONS 
for the year ended March 31

STATEMENT OF ChANGES IN NET ASSETS 
for the year ended March 31

 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

revenues

operating (schedule 1) $5,858 $5,491

Contributions 1,109 1,118

interest 168 152

total revenues 7,135  6,761

eXPenses (schedule 2)

heritage preservation 4,340 5,160

sharing knowledge 12,983 13,477

internal services 7,019 7,703

accommodation 11,580 12,306

total expenses 35,922 38,646

deficit before parliamentary appropriations (28,787) (31,885)

Parliamentary appropriations (note 10) 31,555 31,346

surplus (deficit) for the year $2,768 $(539)

the accompanying notes and schedules form an integral part of these financial statements.

 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

investMent in CaPital assets

investment in capital assets, beginning of year $10,102 $10,102

Change in investment in capital assets for the year - -

investment in capital assets, end of year 10,102 10,102

unrestriCted net assets 

unrestricted net deficit, beginning of year (749) (210) 

surplus (deficit) for the year 2,768 (539)

unrestricted net surplus (deficit), end of year 2,019 (749)

net assets, end of the year $12,121 $9,353

the accompanying notes and schedules form an integral part of these financial statements.
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STATEMENT OF CASh FLOWS 
for the year ended March 31

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
March 31, 2013

1. auThoriTy, mandaTe and oPeraTionS

the national Museum of science and technology was established by the Museums Act 
on July 1, 1990, and is a Crown corporation named in Part i of schedule iii to the Financial 
Administration Act and is not subject to income taxes under the provisions of the Income Tax Act.

the mandate of the Corporation, as stated in the Museums Act, is to foster scientific and 
technological literacy throughout Canada by establishing, maintaining and developing a collection 
of scientific and technical objects, with special but not exclusive reference to Canada, and by 
demonstrating the products and processes of science and technology and their economic, social 
and cultural relationships with society.

the Corporation operates as the Canada science and technology Museums Corporation. it 
manages three museum sites: the Canada science and technology Museum, the Canada aviation 
and space Museum, and the Canada agriculture and food Museum. the Corporation’s operations 
are organized by functionality as follows:

heritage Preservation
this includes documentation, cataloguing, conservation, historical research, the library and  
related services.

sharing knowledge
this includes the development and maintenance of exhibitions, interpretive and educational 
activities, communication and promotion, web activities, and other services to visitors.

internal services
this includes services such as human resources, finance and facilities management, corporate 
development and commercial operations, all of which are provided centrally.

accommodation
this includes operating and maintenance expenses for all owned and leased facilities including 
security services. it also includes a significant portion of the amortization expense since the main 
capital acquisitions relate to the Corporation facilities.

 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

operating activities:

Cash received (clients) $7,573 $5,721

Parliamentary appropriations received for operations 28,663 27,262 

Cash paid (employees and suppliers) (34,119) (36,202)

Cash received for restricted contributions 227 321

interest received 101 143

net cash generated (used) through operating activities 2,445 (2,755)

Capital activities:

acquisition of capital assets (4,422) (2,428)

net cash used through capital activities (4,422) (2,428)

financing activities:

appropriations received for the acquisition of  
capital assets 2,908 2,093

net cash generated through financing activities 2,908 2,093

increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 931 (3,090)

Cash and equivalents, beginning of year 10,264 13,354

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year $11,195 $10,264

Consisting of:

Cash $2,592 $ 1,178

Cash equivalents 8,603 9,086

$11,195 $10,264

the accompanying notes and schedule form an integral part of these financial statements.
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2. aCCounTing PoLiCieS

these financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian Public sector 
accounting standards. the significant accounting policies are:

(a) Basis of presentation
the Corporation has prepared the financial statements applying the section 4200 series 
of Canadian public sector accounting standards applicable to government not-for-profit 
organizations.

the Corporation applies the deferral method of accounting for contributions for not-for-profit 
organizations.

(b) Cash and cash equivalents
the Corporation’s investments are highly liquid as they are redeemable on demand without prior 
notice or penalty and limited to fixed income securities in reputable financial institutions that 
are members of the Canadian Payment association, government backed paper and commercial 
paper rated a++ by the Canadian Bond rating services (CBrs).

(c) accounts receivable
accounts receivable are stated at amounts expected to be ultimately realized. the Corporation 
establishes an allowance for doubtful accounts that reflects the estimated impairment of 
accounts receivable. the allowance is based on specific accounts and is determined by 
considering the Corporation’s knowledge of the financial condition of its customers, the 
aging of accounts receivable, current business and political climate, customers and industry 
concentrations and historical experience.

all write downs against accounts receivable are recorded within operating expenditures on the 
statement of operations.

(d) inventories
inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value. inventory cost is 
determined by using the average weighted cost method and net realizable value is based on 
retail price.  

(e) Collection
the collection constitutes the major portion of the Corporation’s assets but is shown at a 
nominal value of $1,000 on the statement of financial Position because of the practical 
difficulties in reflecting it at a meaningful value.

items purchased for the collection are recorded as expenses in the year of acquisition. items 
donated to the Corporation are recorded as assets at the nominal value.

(f) Capital assets
Capital assets are recorded on the following basis. acquired property and equipment owned 
by the Corporation are recorded at cost and amortized over their estimated useful life. land 
and buildings owned by the government of Canada and under the control of the Corporation 
are recorded at their estimated historical cost for land and at their estimated historical cost 
less accumulated amortization for buildings. the estimated historical net costs of the buildings 
have been credited to deferred contributions related to capital assets and the estimated 
historical cost of the land has been credited to net assets under the heading of investments 
of capital assets on the statement of financial Position. land for which the historical cost 
cannot be reasonably determined is recorded at a nominal value with a corresponding 
amount credited to net assets. improvements that extend the useful life or service potential 
of buildings are capitalized and recorded at cost. Building improvements are amortized 
over the lesser of the remaining useful life of the building or the estimated useful life of the 
improvements.

when conditions indicate that a tangible capital asset no longer contributes to the 
Corporation’s ability to provide goods and services, or that the value of future economic 
benefits associated with the tangible capital asset is less than its net book value, the cost of 
the tangible capital asset is reduced to reflect the decline in the asset’s value. the net write 
down is then accounted for as expense in the statement of operations.

amortization is calculated on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives, using a 
half-year rule in the year of acquisition, as follows:

Buildings 10 to 40 years

Building improvements 10 to 25 years

office furniture 5 to 10 years

Computer software 5 years

equipment 5 to 12 years

amounts included in capital projects in progress are transferred to the appropriate capital 
asset classification upon completion, and are amortized accordingly.

(g) employee future benefits
i) Pension benefits

substantially all of the employees of the Corporation are covered by the public service 
pension plan (the “Plan”), a contributory defined benefit plan established through 
legislation and sponsored by the government of Canada. Contributions are required 
by both the employees and the Corporation to cover current service cost. Pursuant to 
legislation currently in place, the Corporation has no legal or constructive obligation to pay 
further contributions with respect to any past service or funding deficiencies of the Plan. 
Consequently, contributions are recognized as an expense in the year when employees 
have rendered service and represent the total pension obligation of the Corporation.
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ii) severance benefits
employees are entitled to severance benefits, as provided for under labour contracts 
and conditions of employment. the cost of these benefits is accrued as the employees 
render the services necessary to earn them. the Corporation has modified this benefit 
as of May 11, 2012, for all employees that retire or voluntarily leave the Corporation. 
Consequently, employees had the choice to receive their severance benefit payment 
immediately, defer the payment until retirement, or a combination of the two options, 
based on their continuous years of service with the Corporation as of May 11, 2012. the 
cost of benefits is actuarially determined as at March 31 of each year using the projected 
benefit method prorated on services. the obligation is unfunded. the valuation of the 
liability is based upon assumptions and best estimates relating to factors such as discount 
rate, inflation, anticipated turnover and employment retirements, and mortality rates. 
these benefits represent an obligation of the Corporation that entails settlement by future 
payment. actuarial gains (losses) on the accrued benefit obligation arise from differences 
between actual and expected experience and from changes in the actuarial assumptions 
used to determine the accrued benefit obligation. actuarial gains (losses) are recognized in 
the statement of operations on a systematic basis over the remaining service life of active 
employees covered by these post-employment benefits, which is 11 years (2012 – 11 years).

iii) sick leave benefits
the Corporation provides sick leave benefits for employees that accumulate but do not 
vest. the cost of the accrued benefit obligations related to sick leave entitlement earned 
by employees is actuarially determined using the projected benefit method prorated 
on services and management’s best estimate of inflation, discount rate, employee 
demographics and sick leave usage by active employees. actuarial gains (losses) on the 
accrued benefit obligation arise from differences between actual and expected experience 
and from changes in the actuarial assumptions used to determine the accrued benefit 
obligation. actuarial gains (losses) are recognized in the statement of operations on a 
systematic basis over the remaining service life of active employees covered by these post-
employment benefits, which is 11 years (2012 – 11 years).

(h) revenue recognition

i) Parliamentary appropriations
the government of Canada provides funding to the Corporation. 

Parliamentary appropriations which are explicitly or implicitly restricted for the purchase 
of amortizable capital assets are deferred and recognized as revenue on the same basis 
and over the same periods as the related capital assets acquired.

Parliamentary appropriations restricted for specific expenses are deferred on the 
statement of financial Position and recognized as revenue on the statement of operations 
in the period that those expenses are incurred.

Parliamentary appropriations that are not restricted to a specific purpose are recognized 
as revenue in the statement of operations in the period for which the parliamentary 
appropriation is authorized.

ii) operating
revenues from museum operations include the sale of general admission and programs, 
boutique sales, facility rentals, memberships, sponsorships, farm operations and other 
revenues. they are recognized in the year in which the sale of goods is completed or the 
services are provided.

iii) Contributions
unrestricted contributions are recognized as revenue on the statement of operations 
when received or receivable if the amount to be received can be reasonably estimated and 
collection is reasonably assured.

Contributions externally restricted for specific purposes are deferred on the statement of 
financial Position and recognized as revenue on the statement of operations in the period 
in which the related expenditures are recognized.

Contributions in kind that can be reasonably estimated are recorded at their estimated 
fair value when they are received. Because of the difficulty in determining their fair value, 
contributed services from volunteers and contributed services from the rockcliffe flying 
Club (note 12), lease from agriculture and agri-food Canada (note 15), and donated 
objects for the collection (note 4) are not recognized in these financial statements.

iv) interest revenues
interest revenues are recognized in the period in which they are earned using the effective 
interest rate method.

(i) foreign currency translation
transactions involving foreign currencies are translated into Canadian dollar equivalents using 
rates in effect at the time of those transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in 
foreign currencies are translated using exchange rates at March 31.

gains and losses resulting from foreign currency translation are reported on the statement of 
operations. gains are reported as other revenues in the schedule of operating revenues and 
losses are reported as Miscellaneous expenses on the schedule of expenses.

(j) financial assets and liabilities
the classification of financial instruments is determined by the Corporation at initial 
recognition and depends on the purpose for which the financial assets were acquired or 
liabilities were incurred. all financial instruments are recognized initially at fair value.
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the fair value of financial instruments on initial recognition is based on the transaction 
price, which represents the fair value of the consideration given or received. subsequent to 
initial recognition, financial instruments are measured based on the accounting treatment 
corresponding to their classification.

financial assets and financial liabilities are measured at cost or amortized cost. financial assets 
consist of cash and cash equivalents and accounts receivable. financial liabilities consist of 
long-term advance, and accounts payable and accrued liabilities.

(k) Contingent liabilities
Contingent liabilities are potential liabilities which may become actual liabilities when one or 
more future events occur or fail to occur. if the future event is likely to occur or fail to occur, 
and a reasonable estimate of the loss can be made, an estimated liability is recognized and 
an expense recorded. if the likelihood is not determinable or an amount cannot be reasonably 
estimated, the contingency is disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.

(l) Measurement uncertainty
the preparation of financial statements in accordance with Canadian public sector accounting 
standards applicable to government not-for-profit organizations requires management to make 
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities at the date 
of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses for the year.

accrued liabilities, allowance for doubtful accounts, employee future benefits and estimated 
useful lives of capital assets are the most significant items for which estimates are used.

the key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty 
at the statement of financial Position date, that have a significant risk of causing a material 
adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are 
discussed below.

i) estimated useful lives of assets
the estimated useful lives of capital assets are based on management’s intentions with 
respect to the asset, historical experience with the asset, internal asset management plans 
and other factors as determined by management. the useful lives are reviewed on an 
annual basis and any revisions to the useful lives are accounted for prospectively.

ii) severance and sick leave benefits
the cost of defined benefit severance plan and sick leave as well as the present value of 
the obligation is determined using an actuarial valuation. the actuarial valuation involves 
making assumptions about discount rates, usage rates, future salary increases, and 
departure rates. all assumptions are reviewed annually as at March 31. in determining the 
appropriate discount rate, management considers the interest rates of government of 

Canada bonds. departure rates are based on experience from the public service of Canada 
and include mortality, disability, termination and retirement. future salary increases are 
based on expected future inflation rates in Canada. further details about the assumptions 
used are given in note 6(b).

there are no other accounting assumptions or estimates that have been identified to have 
a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and 
liabilities in the next fiscal year.

3. CaSh and CaSh eQuiVaLenTS

the overall portfolio yield as at March 31, 2013, was 1.44% (2012 – 1.37%) and the average term 
to maturity is 32 days (2012 – 184 days), redeemable on demand.

4. CoLLeCTion

Part of the mandate of the Corporation is “to foster scientific and technological literacy 
throughout Canada by establishing, maintaining and developing a collection of scientific and 
technological objects...” this collection is the main asset of the Corporation and is divided in 
the following areas:

•	 Communications

•	 non-renewable resources and industrial design

•	 natural resources

•	 Physical sciences and medicine

•	 renewable resources, including agriculture and forestry

•	 instruments, tools and systems with direct application to mathematics, chemistry, 
physics, as well as astronomy, astrophysics, meteorology, surveying and mapping, and 
information technology

•	 transportation: land, marine, air and space

during the year ended March 31, 2013, the Corporation deaccessioned 201 objects  
(2012 – 809 objects) for a total amount of $709 (2012 – $2,970) and accessioned 108 objects 
(2012 – 58 objects) to its collections through the accessioning/deaccessioning process for 
artifacts. Proceeds of sales of artifacts were used to acquire new objects for the collection.
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5. CaPiTaL aSSeTS

March 31, 2013 March 31, 2012

 (In thousands of dollars) Cost
accumulated 
amortization net Book value Cost

accumulated 
amortization net Book value

land $10,102 $- $10,102 $10,102 $- $10,102

Buildings 69,503 27,978 41,525 68,726 26,403 42,323

Building improvements 22,489 14,719 7,770 22,048 13,495 8,553

office furniture 773 509 264 773 425 348

equipment 2,350 1,945 405 2,328 1,792 536

Computer software 1,275 1,122 153 1,276 1,091 185

easement rights 147 - 147 147 - 147

Capital projects in progress 5,404 - 5,404 2,221 - 2,221

$112,043 $46,273 $65,770 $107,621 $43,206 $64,415

6. emPLoyee FuTure beneFiTS

(a) Pension benefits
the President of the treasury Board of Canada sets the required employer contributions 
based on a multiple of the employees’ required contribution. the general contribution 
rate effective at year end was 11.23% (2012 – 10.79%). total contributions of $1.63 million  
(2012 – $1.63 million) were recognized as expense in the current year.

the government of Canada holds a statutory obligation for the payment of benefits 
relating to the Plan. Pension benefits generally accrue up to a maximum period of 
35 years at an annual rate of 2% of pensionable service times the average of the best  
five consecutive years of earnings. the benefits are coordinated with Canada/Québec 
Pension Plan benefits and they are indexed to inflation.

(b) severance and sick leave benefits
the Corporation has modified severance benefits and ceased the accumulation of 
severance benefits as of May 11, 2012, for all employees that retire or voluntarily leave the 
Corporation. Consequently, employees had the choice to receive their severance benefit 
payment immediately, defer the payment until retirement, or a combination of the  
two options, based on their continuous years of service with the Corporation as of  
May 11, 2012. the Corporation continues to provide severance benefits to employees  
that are being laid-off. severance benefits are not pre-funded and thus have no assets.  
severance benefits will be paid from future appropriations.

the Corporation provides accumulated sick leave benefits to its employees. employees 
accumulate unused sick leave days available which may be used in future years. an employee’s 
unused sick leave balance is carried forward until the employee departs the Corporation,  
at which point any unused balance cannot be redeemed for pay and the Corporation’s  
liability lapses.

information about the benefit plans, measured as at the statement of financial Position date, 
is as follows:

 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

accrued benefit obligation, beginning of year $2,827 $2,984

Cost for the year 44 759

Benefits paid during the year (2,426) (1,149)

interest costs 56 105

(gain)/loss arising from plan settlement 141 -

other (gain)/loss on accrued benefit obligation 132 128

accrued benefit obligation, end of year 774 2,827

unamortized actuarial gains and (losses) (257) -

accrued benefit liability, end of year $517 $2,827

short-term portion $293 $2,246

long-term portion 224 581

$517 $2,827
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the significant actuarial assumption adopted in measuring the Corporation’s accrued 
benefit obligation is a discount rate of 1.98% (2012 – 2.20%). for measurement purposes, 
management’s best estimate for the general salary increases to estimate the current service 
cost and the accrued benefit obligation as at March 31, 2013, is an annual salary increase of 1% 
for the first ten years of employment (2012 – 1%) and 2% inflation rate increase (2012 – 2%). 
the average remaining service period of active employees covered by the benefit is 11 years 
(2012 – 11 years).

the most recent actuarial valuation made by the Corporation’s actuary for the severance and 
sick leave benefits was performed as at March 31, 2013. the next valuation will be carried out 
as at March 31, 2015, or before, if the effect of any change on the plan obligation is significant.

7. deFerred ConTribuTionS and deFerred reVenueS

deferred revenues represent amounts received in advance of services rendered. deferred 
parliamentary appropriations represent approved parliamentary appropriations received 
for work not yet completed or received in advance. deferred contributions represent funds 
received for a specified purpose and for which the related expenses have not yet been 
incurred.

Changes in the deferred revenues and deferred contributions balance during the fiscal year 
are as follows:

 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

Balance at the beginning of the year $6,755 $7,468

add:

restricted contributions from non- 
government sources 227 321

restricted appropriations received 1,890 2,271

funds (used) received for the provision of goods  
and services 1,313 (378)

less:

restricted contributions from non-government 
sources recognized (227) (321)

restricted appropriations spent (3,404) (2,606)

Balance at the end of the year $6,554 $6,755

8. Long-Term adVanCe

the Corporation received funding from the treasury Board secretariat between 2007 and 2010 
to construct educational facilities, retail space and an auditorium at the Canada aviation and 
space Museum. the Corporation also received funding in 2008 to establish a foundation for 
the Canada science and technology Museums Corporation.

 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

funding for construction of revenue  
generating facilities $4,208 $4,208

funding to establish a foundation 325 325

$4,533 $4,533

the Corporation received the funding on the basis that it will have up to twenty-five years to 
repay the funding for construction of revenue generating facilities and six years to repay the 
funding received to establish the foundation. a repayment mechanism will be determined and 
the Corporation does not have to pay interest on this funding.

9. deFerred ConTribuTionS reLaTed To CaPiTaL aSSeTS

deferred contributions related to capital assets represent the unamortized appropriation 
used to acquire amortizable capital assets. deferred contributions related to capital assets 
are recognized as appropriation revenue on the same basis and over the same periods as the 
related capital asset is amortized.

Changes in the deferred contributions related to capital assets balance are as follows:

 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

Balance at the beginning of the year $50,223 $50,930

appropriations used to purchase  
capital assets

4,423 2,428

amortization of deferred contributions  
related to capital assets

(2,962) (3,135)

Balance at the end of the year $51,684 $50,223
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10. ParLiamenTary aPProPriaTionS 
 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

Main estimates amount provided for operating and capital 
expenditures $28,931 $29,041

supplementary estimates:  
severance adjustments and retroactive wage settlements 2,571 1,263

31,502 30,304

deferred appropriation used in current year to purchase capital 
assets 1,514 335

amounts used to purchase depreciable capital assets (4,423) (2,428)

amortization of deferred contribution related to capital assets 2,962 3,135

Parliamentary appropriations $31,555 $31,346

11. Canada SCienCe and TeChnoLogy muSeumS CorPoraTion FoundaTion

the Canada science and technology Museums Corporation foundation (the “foundation”) 
was incorporated under the Canada Corporations Act on november 14, 2007 and is a 
registered charitable non-profit organization under the Income Tax Act since april 1, 2008. 
this is a separate legal entity from the Canada science and technology Museums Corporation 
and all funds that will be raised by the foundation will be for projects determined by the 
foundation.

the foundation will raise funds from patrons, corporations, associations and from the 
community. the amounts granted to the Corporation by the foundation will be recorded as 
Contributions in the Corporation’s statement of operations. for the fiscal year 2012–2013, the 
foundation made a contribution of $227,000 (2012 – $321,000) to the Corporation. these 
funds were spent in accordance with donors’ wishes.

the Corporation is considered to have significant influence based on the foundation’s purpose 
being integrated with that of Corporation, the Corporation’s involvement in setting policies 
and strategic direction of the foundation, and the significant amount of funds raised by the 
foundation for the benefit of Corporation.

in 2012–2013, direct expenses related to fundraising costs and disbursed by the Corporation 
were:

•	 in part, charged to the foundation and recorded as an “account receivable from the 
foundation” by the Corporation for the amount of $113,000 (2011–2012 – $82,000);

•	 in the other part, absorbed by the Corporation to recognize the foundation’s efforts 
to bring in sponsorships that have been recorded directly in the Corporation’s financial 
statements in the amount of $148,000 (2011–2012 – $199,000).

as at March 31, 2013, the amount due by the foundation to the Corporation was $531,000 
(2012 – $464,000).

it is the Corporation’s policy not to allocate the costs relating to building and equipment 
maintenance, administration services, and information technology to other functions of the 
Corporation and to the foundation. these administrative support costs provided without 
charge to the foundation are estimated at $100,000 (2012 – $90,000).

the financial statements of the foundation have not been consolidated in the Corporation’s 
financial statements and are available upon request.

12. roCKCLiFFe FLying CLub

the rockcliffe flying Club (rfC) is a transport Canada approved flight training school. the 
rfC operates the rockcliffe airport that is owned by the Canada science and technology 
Museums Corporation and located on the grounds of the Canada aviation and space Museum. 
the Corporation has an economic interest in the rockcliffe flying Club due to the significant 
resources provided to the rfC in exchange for maintenance of the property. the Corporation 
provides the rfC with the airport at no cost in exchange for the operation and maintenance 
of the airport runways, taxiways, aprons, grounds, parking lots and access roadway. Because 
of the difficulty in determining the fair value of the services received or the services given, the 
transaction is not recognized in these financial statements.

13. FinanCiaL inSTrumenTS and exPoSure To riSK

the Corporation has identified and assessed its exposure as follows:

(a) fair value
the carrying amounts of the Corporation’s cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable,  
and accounts payable and accrued liabilities approximate their fair values due to their short 
term to maturity.

the fair value related to the Corporation’s long-term advance were determined using the 
expected future cash flows and were discounted using government bond rates with similar 
terms and characteristics:

      March 31, 2013       March 31, 2012

Carrying value fair value Carrying value fair value

long-term advance                     $4,533            $2,957 $4,533       $2,804           
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(b) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Corporation associated with a counterparty’s  
failure to fulfill its financial obligations and arises principally from the Corporation’s cash  
and cash equivalents and accounts receivable. the Corporation has determined that the risk  
is not significant.

i) Cash
the Corporation has deposited cash with reputable financial institutions that are members 
of the Canadian Payment association. the Corporation has determined that the risk of loss 
is not significant.

ii) Cash equivalents
the Corporation manages its exposure to credit risk arising from cash equivalents 
$8,603,000 (2012 – $9,086,000) by limiting the investment to short-term bonds. Per 
the Corporation’s Investment and Banking policy, corporate bonds must have a minimum 
credit rating of a++ by CBrs. the Corporation does not have any investments in non-bank 
asset-backed commercial paper.

iii) accounts receivable
the Corporation is exposed to credit risk from customers in the normal course of 
business. at March 31, 2013, accounts receivable totalled $1,809,191 (2012 – $2,047,000). 
these figures are reported net of an allowance for doubtful accounts of $319,533 
(2012 – $280,194), which are established based on specific credit risk associated with 
individual clients and other relevant information. Concentration of credit risk with respect 
to receivables is limited, due to the small value of transactions with clients other than 
government departments.

the change in the allowance for doubtful accounts receivable during the year ended 
March 31, 2013, was an increase of $39,000 (2012 – decrease of $9,000) relating to past 
due balances.

as at March 31, 2013, $227,000 (2012 – $388,000) of accounts receivable were past due 
(over 30 days), but not impaired.

(c) Market risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in market price, such as foreign exchange rates and 
interest rates, will affect the Corporation’s expense or the fair value of its holdings of financial 
instruments. the Corporation has determined that the risk is not significant.

i) foreign currency risk
the Corporation is exposed to foreign currency risk on revenue, cash and cash equivalents 
and accounts payable principally denominated in us dollars.

the Corporation operates primarily within Canada. foreign currency risk is very limited, 
due to the small value of transactions in currencies other than Canadian dollar.  
at March 31, 2013, cash and cash equivalents, and current liabilities include us $30,139 
(2012 – us $29,973), and us $10,716 (2012 – us $703) respectively, which are exposed to 
changes in the us–Canadian dollar exchange rate. 

the approximate impact of a 10% rise in the Canadian dollar compared to the us dollar on 
these exposed balances at March 31, 2013, is a $1,942 (March 31, 2012 – $2,927) decrease 
in surplus. the approximate impact of a 10% decline is a $1,942 (2012 – $2,927) increase in 
surplus.

a sensitivity of 10% has been selected as this is considered reasonable given the current 
level of exchange rates and the volatility observed on an historical basis and market 
expectations for future movement of the Canadian and us dollar.

ii) interest rate risk
the Corporation is exposed to interest rate risk on cash equivalents. the risk is not 
significant due to their short-term nature.

(d) liquidity risk
liquidity risk is the risk that the Corporation will not be able to meet its financial obligations as 
they fall due. financial obligations include accounts payable and liabilities, and repayment of 
the long-term advance.

the Corporation manages liquidity risk through the management of its cash and cash 
equivalents (note 3). the Corporation has determined that the risk is not significant.

as at March 31, 2013, the entire Corporation’s accounts payable and liabilities are due  
within 365 days (2012 – within 365 days). the Corporation’s long-term advance is due within 
2 years for the portion related to the implementation of the Canada science and technology 
Museums foundation, and within 21 years for the portion related to the new revenue 
generating facilities.
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14. ConTraCTuaL obLigaTionS

as at March 31, 2013, the Corporation had entered into various agreements for accommodation, 
protection services, facilities management services and exhibition rentals, for a total of 
$6,533,000. the future minimum payments for the next five years are as follows:

 (in thousands of dollars)

2013–2014 $4,303

2014–2015 1,633

2015–2016 211

2016–2017 183

2017–2018 and subsequent years 203

$6,533

as at March 31, 2012, the future minimum payments for the next five years were as follows:

 (in thousands of dollars)

2012–2013 $4,182

2013–2014 2,351

2014–2015 898

2015–2016 -

2016–2017 and subsequent years -

$7,431

15. reLaTed ParTy TranSaCTionS

the Corporation is related as a result of common ownership to all government of Canada 
departments, agencies and Crown Corporations. the Corporation enters into transactions with 
these entities in the normal course of operations, under the same terms and conditions that 
applied to outside parties and are recorded at the exchange amount. also, during the year, the 
Corporation received services which were obtained without charge from other government 
organizations as presented in part (a).

(a) Services received without charge – during the year the Corporation received, without 
charge from organizations, auditing services and contributed support from employees 
from other government organizations. these services received without charge have been 
recognized in the Corporation’s statement of operations as follows:

sChedule of eXPenses

 (in thousands of dollars)  2013 2012

Personnel costs  – salary and associated  
expenditures for the assignment of employees 
from government organizations to the Corporation $715 $677

Professional services – audit services provided by  
the office of the auditor general of Canada 167 120

total services received without charge $882 $797

stateMent of oPerations

 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

REvEnuES

Contributions $882 $797

ExPEnSES

heritage Preservation 47 121

sharing knowledge 632 429

internal services 203 247

also, during the year, the Corporation received services which were obtained without charge 
from agriculture and agri-food Canada. lease of buildings for the Canada agriculture and food 
Museum buildings located on the Central experimental farm site were provided without charge 
and are not presented in the Corporation’s statement of operations because of the difficulty in 
determining the fair value of this contribution.

(b) internal Transactions – in addition to related party transactions disclosed elsewhere 
in these financial statements, the cost of services provided by other federal departments, 
agencies, and Crown corporations, which are reflected in the statement of operations and the 
statement of Changes in net assets, totalled $4,911,000 (2012 – $4,666,000). the Corporation 
incurred expenses such as property taxes, building rentals and employee benefits with related 
parties. sales to related parties for the year ended March 31, 2013, were $805,000  
(2012 – $575,000).
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16. ConTingenCieS

in the normal course of its operations, the Corporation becomes involved in various claims or 
legal actions. some of these potential liabilities may become actual liabilities when one or more 
future events occur, or fail to occur. to the extent that the future event is likely to occur or fail 
to occur, and a reasonable estimate of the loss can be made, an estimated liability is accrued 
and an expense recorded in the Corporation’s financial statements. as at March 31, 2013, there 
has been no provision recorded (2012 – no provision recorded). the effect, if any, of ultimate 
resolution of these matters will be accounted for when determinable.

17. ComParaTiVe inFormaTion

Certain comparative figures have been reclassified to conform to the current year’s 
presentation.

SCheduLe oF oPeraTing reVenueS  
for the year ended March 31

 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

general admissions and programs

science and technology $1,340 $1,157 

aviation and space 645 526

agriculture and food 605 498

Boutique sales 842 965

facility rental 213 227

Membership 380 325

grants and sponsorship 1,163 1,064

farm operations 275 276

thematic experiences 123 99

other 272 354

total $5,858 $5,491

SCheduLe oF exPenSeS  
for the year ended March 31

 (in thousands of dollars) 2013 2012

Personnel costs $19,341 $20,910

amortization of property and equipment 3,067 3,231

leases of buildings 1,916 1,928

Professional and special services 2,000 2,528

Property taxes 1,705 1,790

Property management services 1,176 1,174

utilities 1,115 1,282

Material and supplies 982 1,018

repairs and upkeep of buildings 827 878

design and display 824 1,095

Protection services 738 713

gift shops and product marketing 425 461

advertising 327 218

repair and upkeep of equipment 242 249

Communications 239 255

Publications 233 242

travel 226 213

office supplies and equipment 128 114

Miscellaneous 121 34

rentals of equipment 92 94

freight, express and cartage 78 88

Purchase of objects for the collection 76 80

Books 44 51

total expenses $35,922 $38,646


